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VOL. XXIII NO. 102 PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 28, 1908 TEN CENTS PER WEEK
PRESIDENT URGES ostoffice Side at Brookport,
CONGRESS TO ACT Blown by Yeggs, Who Secure $320
kr THIS SESSION in Stamps and Cash and Escape.
Home Legislation is Essential
to Welfare of Nation and
Reforms Are Needed.
Policies People Demand Will
Eventually Win.
LABOR AND THE INJUNCTION
Poisident Roosevelt today submit-
tial the follow tog ineasage to con•
gross:
----------Tosolse_domete_to Mouse of itspi
mentatives:•' ,
In notommaage to the outgrow of
*arch 25, Igoe, 3 Outlined Certain
tro• aroma Which I b• love the majority
of our countrymen dodo' to have fttl-
&It'd Into law at this time. Theo.
ntessure Ii de; hot repro-tot by an,
•ns all that I would like to qov diens.
If I thought It ',Death's'. but they do
&torment what I believe can now bo
done if an hottest effsrt toward this
end is made.
sines I wrote this message an I
Itit` ilk liability lau has been enact•O
Second Job in This Vicinity
Palled Off Within Week by
_Skillful Men, %Nilo Have In-
side Information.
HERALD CONCEDES
TAFT'S LEAD FOR
STATE DELEGATES
there is no doubt that the men were,
experienced. Some citizens believe Says Fairbanks Men Depend
they were the sante oses who cracked
a safe lo central Illinois several weeks I Upon Bradley's Ability to
ago. Patio does not know how many t
were in the party, Stanipede Convention.hut he is sure there '
were several.
Another job pulled off by yeggs let CLEVELAND RIDES , 
Have Majority and Control of
Committee.
firookport. Ill., puts the police au-
thorities on notice Odd some bold and
skillful 'crooks are operating in the
v!eirsity of Peceittrah. They blew the
safe in the tiostoffise at Brookport
at•eut 2 o'elock this toorning and se-
ctored Ciotti in etamps and $20 In
cash, leaving to) citow behind them
It is said that bloodhounds will be put_
on the trail,' and it is expected that
the trail will lead to a plaiv where a
sk lfr-siailii-drreirstrirlistoriversbookso-
No one Falk any strange men in,the'
town and no one, was on the street
eh( n lb e Job was pulled off. One
01111111. ble, 'ling ill the neighborhood,
ass aviation, d hs the none. when the ,
safe ices Moan
The safe doer was blown off and
v.indows were shattered 1)) th • con-
CUSTlion,
The burglars- -it Is sot known how
solo,- there were - broke into harry
Laird's blacksmith ahem and took a
s"edge and Other tools, *that they
-ownhglrielit . :tot !h.' atvreuebt. entundecg•MI.1"ilituitifuAllial: itigedi):e.-rialntrtelba.r..ti ri.slial"..,:irsitii,(alt.:u•Siiirtlibeand11.ttrh41.
doe: 'represent • real advance. Ap. work ails done with dispatch and ac:
gaol lir-the public movies.; that Move
pa/onto 'hos, o good ground to hop , ouracy.
that there Will be further. legislation
providing for relempensing all Ono sops, sine.' 7 iti leek las! night.
pirtyvs who suffer injury while en Fellowing so soon alto the rob.-
inlet. bad leen my on-, In Otte late-
a ill he a child-labor law etlact.od I'''4 liana-ono there are t•ireiteestacees that
the Isietrict of Culunabla: that lb" :iodic-ate the hood Of Paducah talenr
waiet,srays volni.milon Will be comfit- II Ills two Odra- At itainelatia in -some.
teed isith satent finaterttl support to sows ..tso... men knew that the teloohone
liforase the offootivences 'of its- , Po' office was oVer the bank, and they
.s* paratory work, that steps will b" were lucky enongh to flodoend reoit-
Olken to provide for otelodavestigatteo nit.... Mr. Hobs. the assistant mealier. of
lulu tariff conditions. try the averts tit( bank Were, and Make him oma
Wow Committeen of ths house of rep- Sit, Fro them, at Brook-tort__ they
recentatOtes and by. government ex- seemed to know where to .fitid tbt
mos In the executve secure, and wiTroraOs and knew wten It Was rare to'I
motor the full information wreestots operate
II tor inctuvellate.octlensfn revising Sl's God Panel Slaw Them.tariff at the hands of coogrola elested Mrs. George M. Rush closed the
next Mil: and finally, that 'financial postnffire last night and several large
letclaiett" *HI he "acied PeeTidthit motley orders had beet paid, ream.-
for temporory measures for meeting ill& the (ash on hand.
utlY trouble that may efts, Is the nett The postoffire department has been
ar or two; and for e eolaimarun ni notified by telegrildo and detcettve"
coverts 'whi shall thoroggbly Invelet- will be sent inostediately. The yeast-
gate the whole matter, betel here and m• II did a complete job. and this
__
in ths greet commeorial countries mornorin on the floor was found a
abroad, soots to he able to rsconi- •7 s:••dge hemmer. a wrench, a punch
Ote rid legislation which will put. our land a chisel. No clew has been left
financial 'seism on an efficient ant to took main. Captain C. R. h'brd,
permanent basis. It is much to he iwho was the firist on the scene this
'oohed that otie restore of the finanslutornitig. said: "Ear:y this morning
--- shouldlabetut 2 o'closic Gus Paust, residingclad legislation of this .seedun 
b • the eotabliehment of postal savings,upstairs root door to the postornee
banks AmpO, appropriation should itea.. awaSencd by the nolo. of foot-
hi' mad"  "'hi" the twetatate e""'" tsteps It.' sectired his inn and stood
• "ter" colinwhiato" 
to carry out th i. at his window ahd saw men with dark
..0 
-'•'!lanterne around the postoffice. Healvery important features of the H •
horn law '16" al"'" to the e•"""11'"Itating so shoot, he did not leave the
• son colored/eon and cootrol ov••r th '
•
I buildIng until 1 o'clOck this morning
aceounting sy-stems of !he -,rallwaY"' 'obeli he went out and awoke the MC.
Failure, to previde means which a ill izens. •
enable the comodesion to exatnIne the .et took the robbers about a half
hooks of the' al!'" "wwht "1"`"'".! hour, according to Paust, to do the
t I au attack on the law at Its most Mb Two charges Were. necesaary to
clef point, and would benefit, a A knock off the doors. Ti" mall sacks
',lathing else could benefit, thews rail- were *rapped around the big safe
w ays whi-b are corruptly or Moms and th s deadened the noise. although
petently msnaged. Forest removes
a number of people ,were awakened
• hould be establish' el It:mita-how tho
hy the jar this morning.
ppalacttiaa menstain region alt. re- Dowers were taken from the
ever it Can tie rfloWn that (hey building and valoahle papers wore
will
have a direct and real connection with
Packed In and earrlea away. About
the conversation end improvement IS
nacigable rivers. •
There seems, however, mash doubt
si out two of the measures I have ov-
ertone:vied: the measure to (to away•
rtilit abuse of the power of injunetion
sad the weenie or group of tneas-
ures serengthen and render both
more elleitnt and more wise to con-
t.-0i by Me national government over
the great corporations doing an inter-
state business.
First, as to the power of injunction
and of pdislahment for contcnipt.
onetegipt carom, save Where lititnediaic
action is imperatives the trial should
lbe before another judge. As regards
irjunctions. 1101110 mot legtelation
that I have previously recommended
ohould be enacted. They are Mind
who fall to realise the extreme bittier-
tiess caused among large bodice of
worthy citizens by the npe that has
bean repeatedly made of the power
of Injunction in labor elisions* Those
In whew judgnwot we have most
right to trust are of the ovinion that
uhre most of the complaint airsistot
the use of the Injunction is unwar-
ranted, yet teat It Is unqbetetIonAhly
trio that in a number of calOP• this
power has been toted to the grave 111-
1nry of the right* of laboring men. I
ask that it be limited In some suet
v ay sty that I have already pointed out
In my previous montages, for the very
1.-aron that I do not tstleh to ate an
'embittered effort made to destroy it
It ontrise stubbornly to reflufte to
movids against a repetition of the
abuses whtek _Five caused the pre'ent
nerast. 111 a democracy like ours It
ICoatInuod on Page Three.)
The building was not wrecked by the
explosion. and the doors were locked
an it•ital this morning. It is pre-
anmed that the yews ..had skeleton
FREE TODAY---FOR
3 CENTS TOMORROW
Cleveland, April Irratit4,•
traction peace, Cleo#•latal ei•zeint to-
day are ralingOres insurteaftletercowrws
The municipal mmosany took coierol
of all lines at midnight: %titbit) Ion
days the fare will be three toots and
s. rthin nlnety dais the universal trans
fer will be effective. A. P. Dupont
will have charge of the lines, no
fares being collected today.
The. result of the settlement of thei
eight y• are' fight has bet-n to squeeze
the water out of the street railway
romper)) is stock, so that tho stock is-
sue was redoced from 2.3 millions to
LEADO ALL OVER KENTUCKY
Louisville, April 2s.7--The Herald,
which has leaped slightly to the Fair-
banks side, admits Taft's lead and
say s:
"Analysis of the situation - in Re-
dllattrivit-tefiterwicr-thierottrair-
and ward conventions Saturday seems
to indicate that the Taft forces are in
a-,position to seat the deleTgates elect-
ed by their forces In the state and to
urseat those elected by the Fairbanks
men whose seats are contested In be-
half of Taft delegates. Most of the
contesting is done to the Fairbanks
men, however. and this fact in itsedf
gives the Taft men an advantage,
since the delegates with the regularly
signed credentials get seats in the
1'2 millions and the saving in fares ronsontion until the contests are
, to the people will amount to near!)'passed upon..
;Ions tomorrow.
,116.61.111 da.ly. The three cent fame be I „
• 
The Republican state central cam-
.mittee will nominate the tewporaty
Mayor Johnson makes no trecret of organization s from chairman down.
the fact that he Proltose* til oolltintic The state central committee is a Taft
the campaign until the' Mote:, light- organization, and thetefore it is safe
Sot and gas monopolies shall he to assume that the temporary chair-
brought under control of the public man' will be a Tart man. The int-
trustees. • _ _ . - jportance of this lies in the privilege
Iof the temporary chatonlin to aidoiet
Mr. Michael Hurt. ,tavuonembers from the state at large
. Mr. Mike Michael had a narrow os- to the committees, iticludIng that on
_cape sh,O morning about 7 o'clock credentials, which is to decide the
otoo being tolled. Ills buggy was hit contests throughout the state,
by a Madison and Trimble streets/ear I Matrices Meet May 5. .
.as he Was crossing the tracks at Sev-; District conventions wi:1 he held in
enth and Madison streets, Mr. Miehael every district except tho First. May 5,
was thrown out of the rig on his left and at that time th•• same fights
side, a gash was •.ut on his left hand which will take leave In the state
,about five inches long and his left eotrrention win otattur. for. folititring
knee was sprained, besides many the recommendation of the state cen-
,abrastons. The colored.driver was not tral committee, the delegates eleected
hvot. The buggy was demolished and for the district conventions were
,the home wasoninjured. chosen along with those for the state
MAY BE COMPROMISE
Word was brought here from Kut-
tawa today that so effort is being
'trade to eompromiee the Hollowell
dinner, suits brought In the federal
Court for the vittipping of Robert and
Mary Hollowell, In Caldwell county.
John G. Miner, one of the attor-
tient for the plaintiff. is out of the
city, and the r port cannot he verified.
I. Is said he is non In Caldwell coun-
ty. Deputy, Marshal' Neel will begin,
serving sotumons on witnegoto this
wick.
TORNADO VICTIMS
BY #UBLIC FUNDS
'anventton. In many instances the:.
were the same men. This happened
;uniformly in the Louisville wards.
I The Taft men are believed to be
In rontrql In most of the district con-
ventions. exceLhr-the few conceded to
Fairbanks. Haying the regularly
elected delegations, they will-doubt-
less seat them at the district conven-
tions, where they have the votes, and
In probably seven districts It is likely
that two Wily's!' delegates to the na-
tional convention will be elected. the
Taft mew getting the regular delega
Onto in most instances.
I "Follewing the district conventions
,the contending forces will come to
I lamisville May el with about the fol-
;lowhig strenglli: Taft, k94 votes:
'Fairbanks. Sea: contested, un-
Onstructed. ISO of which the Fair-
;hanks men claim a majority. This
;statement shows immediately the im-
Iportanee of the contests, and that
their outcome will decide the action
I f 
the state convention.
Ernst ladle to -Order,
Chairman R P Ernst, of the state
central committee, will ran the con-
vention to order, and will present the
$2.10 worth of ',tamps were in hooks, 
b - ti 
I'iiis• AI" VI ith temporary organization nominated by
while the- other stalling Were lOnSP. about 37.-• (tea 1)-made graves distrito the committee,. This will be voted
toot over moiety the entire on, and as the Taft man will be In at
uislaua, alimigalppi and least temporary control, owing to the
odool In Friday's ?Imo. fact that most of the contest's are
n mostly cared_ for, and against their delegates. who have the
keys to enter. it Is to - -ray with accuracy regularly signed eredentlais. and who
Mr George Reashosof Pedlicah, sr- t.t,at the death list in these states will will therefore sit and vote until the
rived this morning and is assisting net tweed 35u. The few who may permanently organized convention
M1:4. Rush to straigiften up the office , yet be a/Sod to the fatalities aro 1)(75- hears and passes on the report on the
and look tip the loos ,sibly a score Of the 24)0 most serious- credentials ennintittee ,the Taft or-
ganization is scheduled to he present.
"When the temporary organization
is elected the Taft temporary chair-
man will name two members of each
committee, Including those on rules.
credentials and resolutions, and the,
will organize with the members ae-
IPeted fm mooch district by the dis-
trict conventions As Indicated, these
will probably be Taft members In a
majority of districts, though In sev-
eral Instances the Fairbanks men will
send contenting committeemen, and
the Taft men miy send them where
the Fairbanks men captured the regu-
lar delegations.
"The credentials committee will
hear the contests, sod though the
Fairbanks men are depending upon
the oratory and eersonal magnetism
of Senator-elect Wo 0. Bradley to
swing the committee and the state
reinvention for the contesting dere-
a's, wrecked' 'Ira" among the. "W. gates. ft Is likely that the lines will
°Ma"g
 to 
raise
 In the forla lat talww"'ipSo tightly dr„viti In the Shatter of
sro.pavilions above the rotes
At Purvis, Mho., mot stoves weft
aboot,the Most calmed* twos is the
Since the job was such a clean one.
WEATHER.
' ly Injured. 11411nbcring about 1,000.
'were reported on the road to recovery.
The gravity of today's situation mu
tired in the problema of the Living,
namely, hunger and shelter. At beast
Oil 4. stricken town was reportsd to
have 4 sten literally Its hurt meal at
noon, and was relying on charity for
I-. aupolv.
Fortunately the great territory Over
[Wilda the stricken districts were twat-
tired left an opportunity for the un-
harmed neighbors latereperred every-
where throngh thee centers of want to
torniab relief quickly and effectively.
Cities, little anri big on all sides of
the tornado belt made rapid prepare-
Goes today to mend 'applies and mon-
Py into the tornado district.
Amite was the town whiet Minted
. its supply exhattetted today.
The churches, every one of which
the. TRO-Fichrioselot eontest that ora-
tory will be of little avail. When
the credentials enromittee roports on
•Grnmun'ty. A row of them hail be the torte sts and the perlwanent or-
Generally fair totligitt tool %%.•ilviea- sitire."4•1d hum the wreckage and ganization is chosea. It looks as It the
day : aloccis riaing tcotiverotorc. High- lit jar the &section of the authodtkin report will he for the Taft delegates.
eat temperature •eaterday. 53, , their use wag loaned first to boa' MD- and the verdict Of the convention for
today' 44. Itly sad thee to another. a Taft organisation.- alnee,'-u pointed
All Night Rider Cases Are Being
Continued in Calloway County by
the Defendants---Filing Affidavits.
!his bond be continued until the next
Three More Men Are Arrested
t
:grand jury meets.
An' attorney named Hook, front
on Bench Warrant14.-1q1lire Cadiz, is appoarIng for Josh Con-
ningham, and entered a futne motion
Are ter reduce his client's bond. Hook
talked quite freely In Murray last .
week and was taken before the grand
jury, but he said he was an attorney Dr
ant pleaded privileged communica- '
.Jones Fined-Soldiers
Leaving.
(By Perry Mehra's.)
Murray, Ito, April 25 -Three of
the seven cases against night riders
set for this term of circuit court have
been erottinued and it is believed the
other four will be. The first one eon-
tinned was that of Jake Elts. the
commonwealth announced ready, hut
the defense presented an affidavit
that the defendant could not employ
counsel and 11:5 friends did not secure
an attorney until yesterday. 1
Captain Joe Bell's case was co-
-ma   settlflo Moir'
the faot that Dr. Blalock: Tom Gro-i
gan and Hardin Lovett would swears,
that he was at home, 15 miles from s
Al Perry's house, the night it is
charged he led the band that whipped
Perry'. Those men were not present. I
or, !Taloa and Hardin Lovett are
out on bond themselves.
A number of Trigg county- wit-
nesses are summoned in this case.
The next rase called was that of
Rd Thompson and the attorneys re-
tired about 1:30 o'clock to prepare
an affidavit in that ease. Following
his will he those of Jack Elkins, Car-
los Elkins, Humus Miller and Bob
Duncan.
'Squire Tom Jones, the magistrate
who was indicted for night riding,
was also indicted by the grand jury
for being drunk the last session of the
fiscal court, and he submitted andeas
fined $100, the minimum. .
The Attorneys. .
Spechlation is rife over the connec-
tion of Yost & Lafftion, of Madison;
vine, with the eases. As soon as the
t:ase of Jake Ellis was reached and
the commonwealth announced reads-,
Yost & 1.affoon presented an affidavit,
made at Paducah diming the Hollo-
well trial, asking for a continuance
because they had just been employed
in the case to rspresent Bell and
others. The court thought they did
not clearly shbw who they represent,
and that is not a good ground for con-
tinuance, anyway. Judge Wells asked
that they he ordered to show .Who
employed them. F. F. Acme, Clay
Erwin, Sam Crossland and J. C.
Spcight, counsel for the defense. do
Rot know who employed Yost &
Coon and the defendants themselves
seemed surprised at the presence of
the Madisonv_ille,attorneys.
Failing fn 'the first motion, the at-
torneys retired to prepare an affidavit
setting forth the Impossibility of get-
ting certain witnesses into court at
this term, and did not return until
noon.
Coleman & Lino Wells & Were.
Commonwealth's Attorney Donny_
Smith and County Attorney Barnett
are in the prosecution.
tient.
Eighteen mounted soldiers of It
company left Murray last night and'
were ferried acroas the river Into
Trigg county.
Big Vremd Yesterday.
As anticipated by the authorities.
he false 'announcement that Felix
Ewing, general manager of the To-
bacco Growers' association, would hi -
here brought an immense crowd to
own yesterday. though Ewing nor
any other association speaker was
here and the ' crowd disappointed,
many fattners denouncing in no ()c-
ertain terins the originator of the
cheme to get a big evrowd here for
-ome purpose. Ewing has spoken
here but once and at this particular
limy when farmers." are anxious to
know about their pooled tobacco he
would have been an interesting visitor
When he didn't come men who had
eft the plow to hear him were sore.
Nd attempt to hold any speakings
of any kind were made, but it is un-
derstood the military authorities
would not have permitted any incen-
diary speeches., However, 0, J. Jen-
nings, editor pt the Ledger, who is
(Continued oo Page Five.).
May SPUN' Strike.
Washington, April -28.7-Chairman
Kuapp, of the interstate commerce
commission. and Commissionsr of
Labor Neill- desided to accept the in-
vitation to act as mediators unifto the
Erdmap act to settle the Cheater, Pa.,
street car strike. • •
How Judge Gray Repostla It.
Princeton, X. J., April 28.-That
no citizen of the United States should
receive a compensation greater than
that padd to the president was the
opinion expressed by Judge Gray, ot
Delaware, in declining a munificent
salary offered him If he would become
the head of one of the' blg insurance
companies. Althougla no mention of
the exact sum offered to Judge Gray
was made by Judge Marvel, it was-
learned from another source that the
mossy Nods he declined  for _sakes)
principle was $2.00,000 a year.
CLEVELAND GOES HOME
Lakewood, April 28.- Glover
Cleveland probably will be taken to
Princeton Friday if hk improvement
continues.
BOMB THROWER DIES
The first case culled was Jack New York, April 28.-Selig &leer-
Elkins His case and that of Ed stein, the bomb thrower, at the Union
Thompson and Joe Bell were passed Square ntafa meeting, died
at the request of the commonwealth. day -from the injuring he
which announced ready in the -lake from the bomb.
Ellis case. The other capes set for
his term aro those against Carlos
Elkins, Damns Miller and Bob Dun-
ran,
Clay Garland. the east side man,
who is said to have carried word to
the Trigg county night riders not to
attack Murray, and who disappeared
when he was Indicted. surrendered
and gave bond In two cases of writing
threatening !otters and one case of
night riding. All the jail prisoners,
excepting Jake Elkins. gave bond.
The sheriff this morning arrested
Jasper Garland. Henry Taylor and
Will McClure, who had come to Mur-
They haveray to hear the cases,
been indicted.. .
Ethan Owen, the young man who
was arrested last winter on the
shortie of tryng to burn the Reich
warehfittse, was not indicted by the
grand jury, hut It was ordered that
•
FIREBUG GUILTY
OF BURNING DOWN
7 TOBACCO BARhS
Maysville, K>'-, April 28. (Special.)
-The hurning of Joseph Yaneey's
horn at Mats Lick Ilket night, resulted
ía the arrest of Bill Waahington, it
half-witted negro, an.d brought otis
the fact that Waslitngton and not the
night Oilers was lesponallele for the
listruction of five barns in this vicin-
Ity the reign of terror.
out, they will have a majority from
the start and an initial 'bulge' os
Par rblin k o men."
today to-
received
HONORS OF CLASS
OF '08 ARE GIVEN
, TO THREE GIRLS
3liss Sadie Smith, Miss Mat-
guerite Seim ab and Miss
Eleanor Hock.
Sidney Harris Suggested
For Orator,
CosturrTHE HEADY TO REPORT
:"••••••••1414•••••••••1414S,•
• H44\ °its OF 'OS.
•
0 Honors have been announced
# for the High *tabooi ciao. of 'OS.
0_,Thr traltdie:theicensoalit- lo• Mese/ .
Katlic Smith, daughter of NI).
• Frank R. Smith. Her grade was
• 03.14-32. The malutatorMet
Miss Marguerite Schwab, dough-
/ ter of dlr. MOM.% Schavate of
•it North :Sixth street. Her week.
• was 93. 13-32. Third honor goes
as to MON Efeanor Hock, daughter
• of John Hoek. of 1=0 Mouth
ot Seventh stns.d. Her grade was
. .• 03. 5-32,.
ola• doisdsdala%%%itiOVN%%%113061t1SitIalliOse
Dr. Sidney Harris, of Humboldt,
Tenn., probably wilt he the speaker
selected for the commencement or
the class of 1908. Trustee William
Pyrd, chairman of the committee ap-
pointed to secure a speaker by the
school beardosald this morning that
ths committee would recommend Dr.
Harris to the board telstite-easeoneet-
tag. , lie is a minister, and a most
pleasing speaker. its father, the
Rev. W. T. Harris, Was pastor of the
old Broadway Methodist" (hairdo and
Cr. 'Muria held a revival at the Trim-
ble Streat Methodist church several
years ago. He is a nephew of the,
late Dr. hham Harris, who was one of
the commissioners of education of the
United States,
Trustees Byrd, Maxwell and Morris
will make their reeonimendation to
the school board at the next meeting
but SuperIntitndent J. A..0arnaory is
considering a plan of having the com-
mencement with the Woman's club,
sr-hi ti ns in session the same evening
a, the commencement. The full plan
CL the commencement will be decided
at the next meeting of the school
be
ANOTHER NAVAL DISASTER
London. April 25.--The woroop
Attentive ran down and cut in two the
destroyer Gala near Sheerness to-
day. Two officers engineers are re-
verted drowned
COLORADO JOINS
TAFT BAND WAGON
THIS AFTERNOON
Pueblo, April 211 -The Colorado
state Republican convention today
adopted resolutions indorsing Roose-
celt's administration and instructed
Oa delegates for Taft.
ROOSEVELT SENDS
CONGRATULATIONS
Mow York. April 28.--Roosevelt
extended his motorailtlationsi and good
wishes to Archbishop Farley and
others attending the Catholic ceotes
any celebration. the papal benedfc-
'ion was read congratulatieg the
church on its Orogress. Cardinal
Gibbous preacEed at the morning sea-
lion.
• Grain Market.
St. Louts, AprN 211.2-Wheat. $1000,
cc rn, 67"; 01011. '
The Football Team.
'Pictures of the football team of the
High Khoo' and of the Blues, Aim-
pion girls basket ball team, will ap-
pear in the Issue of Spaulding's foot-
ball guide. Ed Cave, of the football
team, received a letter from A. G.
Spaulding asking for the picture. The
team has never had its picture takellt-
and this afternoon the boys pulled out
football togs instead of baseball rags.
and smiled before the camera. The
girlie have had their picture made and
it will be sent The reputation of the
High school in athieties *as spread.
rnd this is the second time that the
pictures of local teams will appear in
he guide.
The Teacher*
Superintendent Carnage, is bottling
grade tneetitors this week. Yesterday
afternoon the teachers of die first and
sceond grades met with the emporin-
tendent and dismissed play of work.
'Ibis afternoon after school hours the
tOird and (moth grade teaMooto met
tomorrow the fifth and sixth grade
'eachers will meet. and Thursday af-
ernoon the seventh arid eighth grade
teachers will wet.
The Cadet class will meet with Su-
perintendent Cernages tomorrow af-
ternoon at 1:39 o'clock.
THIEF TRIMS RACK DOOR
BUT FLEES FROM HELP.
Some unknown colored man at-
tempted to enter the home of Mrs.
Leon. Russell, tete- Jones street, last
night about 8 o'clock. The Would be
thief thought that all the members of
the house had gone to church, but
Mr. Ed' Russell, a street car motor-
man, was at home. The intruder
went on the back porch and was try-
ing to open the back 'door by means
of.some keys when Rd Russell heard
the clicking of ths door and imme-
diately opened it. The thief was off
like a shot over th• hack truce and
nothing more was heard or seen of
him.
CYCLONE VICTIMS
Hong Kong. April 28.-It is ho-
neyed tho cycl,me victims in llante,w
will number !W41. Orewa of nuttier-
ens vesatls were loot.
diaboall Not Killed.
Aprd 2.• A dispatch front
Tangier Imre the report of RalsultOt
death is false It Is true, however,
that a bead of Mimes fired a volley
at him but Ralson wro• not hit 1
-r. 
•
•41- -,5.,
•
1PsOli -TIM. •. " *'-
143*Bsi.
 soemem011
TYTIt PkT)TTC.
•
Doctors.,citz;;,car...4:tcsbv,.741P-;:tf:;17,fitii:;....ya Iwo it in the house. The apinovat of
1"."716e.:, noteicaec [Anne taai to Mai %VW
Awe pagbagoi is a J.68../ their chysician and the experience of many
yesrs hate given them great confidence in
a, Lae aara„,aa,,,,0„,.a.aa,,,aa, this cough medicine.
The Itiggeet Belt.
Waslatigtaa boast* the tare-
. -t • tea.a.er ld It f•v• r aale In the
The. !••••it t.f a Med of ea:,
• 1, !efi':*-E1 u the
malt tr..tu 1, a,. ,;.a. • „ kat
use : :ate, et the
bete:, v,-.•,e ahat, h of these
vatstr I tii to. va •..as to aailie per-
. Stele ti3 •tzeueth in a:: parts Of
the propibieti is I 1 4
Teo! '•• f• t , ui niI llirce-ply
weight of the belt de
tag Ube pound. pressure to the
*Amore toot. *The 'big belt has Just
been installed itt tbe new Dempster
sawmill at Tat-tuna, Wash.—Seattle
Post -In te Ingeneer
"E. C. DeWitt & Co.. Chicago,
Gentlemen-10 1$t.; I had a disease
of the stomach hod bowels.' In ti.
PP4D41 of, 4.103 4„,igommiL -4.'bottie of
liodol and the fi'eneift-T received all
tb• gold in Georgia coulsi hot buy
May you live long and prosper. Yours
tont, Jana tia:. tlaiti a•ell poiirtd -t'ry truly, C. NeCarnell. Roding. Ga ,
• Not n pea. lace ir fistcnieg of ; Aug. 27, 1906.- Sold by all drug-
one kind **.t *veld 11.e pieces gists.. ••
Of hide logt !hot. Tit. le,t quslity •
ef c. men: aas use] and Th. plat .a : General Booth's dreafu is a fleet of
whir, t.!..des **,:ded by Salvatioisr&rmy steamers earplug Abe
Oh. u • .1.t Of a t•3 theitaie press b••ar- "emelt emigragur across the eatlitatita.
C•
'
BLOOD POISON
HUMILIATING-VILE-DESTRUCTIVE
The first symptom of Contagious Blood Poison is us ally a little sore or uker7
which is quickly followed by a red rash on thITh. swollen glands in the
groin, falling hair, ulcerated mouth and throat. and often copper colored
oplotches.oa different parts of the body. As the blood becomes more fully
contaminated with the poison, pustular eruptions and sores break out out
rimer the--nerwesi--and--isettes are attacked and Lisa
Boger nails drop off. Then the sufferers field themselves diseased from head
to foot with this humiliating, vile and destructivepoison. No other disease
la so highly contagious; many an innocent person has been inoculated by
'llandling the clothing or using the toilet articles of an infected person.
therein bat one certain, reliable cure for ContagiOns Blood Poison, and that
3. S. S.‘hattacks thedisease in the right way by going down into the
circulation, and neutralizing and forcing out
every particle of the poison. It makes the
blood pure and rich, tones up the system,
and completely and permanently cures this
disease. S. S. S. has cured thousands of cases
of Contagious Blood Poison. If you are suf-
'PURELY VEGETABLE tering with this debasing and destructive
disease begin the use of S. S. S. and get the
poison out of your blood before it permanently wrecks Yolur health. We
have a home treatment book on the disease which we will send free to all
who wish it. and in addition our physicians will give without charge any
medical advice needed- THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
THE
EffTABLISH tat tete.
CITY NATIONAL BANK
pNIDUCATE KENTUCKY. I •
•L'NJX,ED STATES DEKOSITOET,
eoldrol. SurPlas aid Undivided Profits
Shareholders 11;esipasibility   • • •
Total Respoosi ity to Deppsitore
S. B. HUGHES. Presideot. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN, Vice President.
J. C. UTTERBACK. Cashier. C. Z RICILIRDSON, Asst. Cashier.
MEREST PAM ON TIME /POSITS.
DIRECTORS.
A. F. ANSPACITIZIL S. B. HUGHES, S. A. FOWLER. J. L. FRIED-
MAN, J. C. VITERBACK, DR J. G. BROOKS. BRACK OWEN.
oo
200,000 00
,  000.000 00
Aie
"oleo ,..-40"relej
Chicago's Great European Hotel
. .
The Virginia
Absolutely Fireprool. Dews. up
A L..: I, 'I rAnsient and Residential Hotel, In Be most
sek,t pan of the city-tsar the Lake, convenient to beautiful
North Park System. Rotundas • harmony in Italian marble.
beaufliul Statuary and cathedral Bass. 110 haoclsomely fm
olstiedeilltaide lemma sinle ore. suite. lone Wish Dingo
Hall. with finest cuisine. ElserY cotlyenlellell that 44,4414 P.
the most exacting patron. Far enough from city noise for
restful quiet. yet within ten mil:tote. walk of business center.
St cars .2 hocks away I *5 minutes take you to the shop-
ping passion all leading theatres. Booklet fres.
GEO. W. REYNOLDS. flow, Rae amid able eradicate.
CRYSTAL THEATER
f'rt.:24crititig Surserts N'itudirvilles4
Week Binning April 27, 1908, and All Week
Hal Graham, Champion One Legged Dancer of tht World
The Smuk!er Sisters, Singing and Dancing Comedians
Berny Smokier, Black Face Comedian
Illustrated Songs , Moving Pictures
Amateur Contest Every Friday Night
I Auia
teuni be sure and register in time.
CHANG E OF PROGRAM THURSDAY
FOUR SHIP Pag t
StokersWay Down
AGAIN DEFEATED
At Hands of Senate by over-
% helistiag Vote.
As Familia Piaeeed ritIrtilus %pato/a-ea
thin of 1111=.115.easo--Filibaoer
Shots tie Readiag.
IT WAS DEBATED THREE D S s
Washington, April :".8. - By 'Cu
Over witelming vote Prendeut itootax
velt's four battleships program failed
in the senate, just as it did in th.•
house. 'he amendment for four hat-
Ceships ivas introduced by Piles, and
the light for the increased program.
the number largely being made up of
recently eleated senators. Fifty sens-
ors voted to support the house, and
the recomnaendatiop -of the senate
jiasal committee in favor of building
only two battleships.
Debate Loosed These Dapa.
Debate on the battleship amend-
ment lasted three days to the exclu-
sion of all other matters. It was be- secret,
 as her' younger :ester is en-
in the bode-room of the steam-
ship shovel in the coal night
and day that gives her power
*to roar a record. The bed
cod gives the best power.
That is why
Scoff's Emulsio
produces ilesh when other things
tad. It csokau more power.
It is truly a bodv furl. Many
a man. woolen and Lhiki have
hreLn thew records tor weight
by etc pounds it ilesh alined
irons SCOTTS EMULSION.
It is a powaful flesh producer.
AJIDtsuMt.t sic. said $LIM.
Hobart is beet Ku- en as the author
of the "Dinklespie " and the "John
Heerya sketches, several light operas
and sketches for the •audeville stage.
In "Sardare" Miss Russell plays
the role of a souse a i'low. Mrs. Bar-
rington. She Is the owner of a racina
stable, which she eues with the help
of her treater, under the name of
John Duffy. Mrs. Barrington must
keep the ownership of her stable a
gaged to marry the son of a race-
track reformer, who would break up
the mati h if he :earned that Mrs.
rioutese -- oword— a- -*table--
widow isish*.s to -,..' her homes and
retire. She has ntaist•il everyttag on
one race. with "Wadtire" runntag. A
crooked baektnak,r by the name of
John Duffy; takes advantage of the
similarity qf names and the mystery
which surrounds the ownership of Hi.
stable to order the jockey to throw
the race unless he seJs the, signal of
a white handkerch ef being waved
from the wladow of the trainer's
quarters. If be -lee* the handker-
chief as he rides into the stretch he
is to whs. A stabe boa tells the widow
of the plot., She fools Duff) -he let-
ting him make lo, to her as she
gives the signal tp sin.
Two men are in love with the
widow. One IS a lover of horses aud
the other *** an automobile enthusiast.
Mrs. --Barrington loxes the horsemad,
but thinkinghe we, in the scheme to
throw the race, she refuses to meet
him, and accepts h's rive:: Beto:e
it'istatoo late, the trainer clears the
atmosphere, and the cutain falls with
hattleshiPs and two colliers, construe- the widow Waiting for the man that
tion of submarines and other nee..- she loves and still the owner of
,sary cilia. and increases the pay ot "Wildfire." The members of Miss
()facers and enlisted men, as we:1 as Russell's company are Herbert Cor-
ncreasing both the pay and strength thell, Wia Archie. Morgan Wallace,
of the marine corps. John D. --O'Hara. Frank Andrews.
In the Nesse. Gesevieve Cliff. liewerd Gould. Annie
Keyed-up house rules, to meet the Beckley and Norman Thorp.i
Democratic filibuster, reacted to shut '
out the message of the president pro. IM thin esouparn use • death raW
pared and planned to fiave been read among the moiety; is at to every
In that body. it wee found inipossa ttousand employed. In Belgium ti,
We to untangle the snarl of rnotioes tete; Ate number was 41.94, In Groat
to get the house out of the committee, itrita!ti it was 
1.a9, in France it was
of the veple and back into the iips, 44 in ato:i. and In Priestg It. was .s
Committee, and also to reeess until ,:ts 1-104.
that time and finally to cover the
have the presMent's niessaintaltfell
point ef no quortem long e
Ws eerretary, Mr. Latta, who had
*waited for an hour in the , oredor.
was turned away with the message
'under his arm, and made his way to
the senate.
LIMP Aersimplirdwill.
It was with an eye single to politi-
cal capital that the house proceeded
throttebout the day. The little ac-
complished was made a vehicle for
political discussion. Resolutions were
passed authorising Um news print
paper investigation committee to
spend necessary funds to carry on is-
vestigatioa. but not until the expe-
dience of that investigation had been
discussed. Williams, the minority
leader, characterised it a method of
delay, while the Republican speakers
maintained it was being made at the
present session should the Democratic
fiabuster permit the members of the
• ommittee. to do their work.
, fismadry Chit Bat
The sundry civil appropriation ba
was taken up and three of the eight
hours deeded on for the genera: de-
bate were used. In this time Taw-
ma showed that the house had cut
the appropriation $110,000,000; Ro-
cienberg. of Illinois, held that Jail
Democratic record of the Past few
ci
W. F. Paxton, R. Rudy. P. Puryeiler,
Phoideat. Costlier. Apinisemat Clashfier.
CITIZENS' SANE BANK
I 1•••orporatedo
Tlaircl oriel Broadway.
City Depository State Depository
(alpha'  ...... ....$100.000
110.000
Stex kholdees liability  . 100,000
Surplus .
Total secorhy to depoeitere $2.10,000
Accounts of Wieldiest. nod tit1/101 solicited. We apprealate
Small as a "II ee large depositor, ,Ind mood to all the Wee ceart•msee
taratineat.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
oPF1V ft tlITRDAY WIOR7f4 PROM 7 TO 8 OVILIVIII.
gun by Beveridge with as eloquent
appea for support of the president
and the suggeetion that a larger navy
neeard forirara --T6earsilati-
bera of the committee upbraided the
Indiana senator for this veiled hint of
war with another country and sought
to make him say he meant Japan.
At times the discussion came near
being acrimonious-especially sharp ex-
changes occurring between Aldrich
and Beveridge. The former's refea-
ences to Beveridge excited Smith, of
Michigan. to protest against the sen-
ate chamber being "mad* a slaughter
house ' for the young senator from
lediaaa."
Two Battleships a Year.
It was developed by Allison during
the debate that there was a wolf de-
fined understanding among the senate
leaders for the authorisation of two
battleships each year until the'Ameri-
i an navy is regarded as suMcient to
meet any demands that may be made
upoa it. - -
As finally name, the bill carries an
approPrlation of $122.115t65S. and
provides for the csnstructioa of two
/la 
MOTHER'S
GUIDE
s ruing errs thhoghte be-
et/se ; when she has head-
Srhes, dizziness, faintneas and ex-
hibits an abnormal disposition to
sleep; dislikes the moriety of other
girlfr; then the mother should come
to her aid promptly, for she mot-
orises information of vital import-
to the young *lighter.
a Atoeuth a time tics rrtateet aid to
ears •p to ridicule and undertook to Mauro is Lydia Z. liukharn's Vega-
•,how that the material progress had Uinta Ltimpoluid. It, prepares the
bgen made under Republican rule. ',Dung srsteni for the Coining
Marshall, of North Dakota. criticised Chtliffee acid hair helped to bring
the 'Aldrich currency bill; Spighe of three generations asfol7 from girl-
Mississippi, urged congress to refunt,
to the southern state $60,000,000 col•
leeted in cotton tendsdurng the civil
war; Shackelford, of Missouri,
the Republicans generally to task,
and speciffcally criticised the shortage
in the St Louis sub-treasury.
laeWittle Little Early Reeve, the tam-
'.111 Untie liver 11111b. Stild D1 all drug-
tr,sts.
THEATRICAL NOTES
• •
Reasell in "Hedger."
"Wildfire." he racing comedy in
which 1,011an Mogen will appear at
The Kentucky topIght: was written
aeotge Flroadhuret and George V
liobart. The former wrote "The Man
ef the hour,"Thl "e4.. lady Front
lone's," "The Wrolig. Er. ,WrInkt."
"Why SmiTh Left Ilan*" and rev
eral other dome/ale comedies. Mr.
hood In woinanhotid. Read that
LYDIA E. PINKMAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
lilts accomplished for Miss Olson.
Miss Ellen 31. Olsen, of 417 Nprth
East Street, liewanee,111, in a letter
to Mrs. linkharn mays:'
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound cured me of backache. sideache,
and esiabilehed nev periods after the
haat physicians in Sew 414ye had failed
to help ins. saying that an operation
was necessary.'
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
Fur thirty yeara. Lydia Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound, matte
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has posit i rely cnred t holm nds of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, illibungiatins.111aera-
tket, fliiroirl tumors, irt,gnlarities,
Parkalic ptim, I iaelsehe, that bear-
Ing3fRtiniøtlThg,fIstt int1 igns-
t ion,(11721****An,orne rirons pivot rat
Whydon't yet try it
Mrs. Pink horn Invites all idellt
loonies to is riojser for advIre.
SIhe Inca voided thonwinits to
health. Address, Lenlit Mau*
litemortein Aral kik aray.
in hi /way 4p:resa befoie the
‘staaeate at os "Opportuni-
ties a Jouraiillans." Narmtui /tap-
good, editor Or ranters Week!), tall-
stresit on the linportance of a report-
er's-WM*1*g- la ecru ratty, and In abi I a
Ity to grasp both sides of a ettestlea.
,and all the facts relating to • given
i The walla *Rea, la Diet habituat
subjecL
It, underestimates the efforts suede
t by newsaaper reporte
rs'ts secure ac-
curate Information len peewit' It ar
enrately.
1 In a majority ot cone ituterutat*stateliest; appearing la aleenipapers - -
are due as much to the proton* aro 7 
earelesoll give reporters alstradies I
or taasenrate interned's* as to the
reporter. themeelves Arcuate! I. 1
the first anent) demanded ir a rope
table newspaper of its reporters. Ab-
solute accuracy In ever:* lug., at the
thousands hi a inutile Isom of a tie••
paper any net tie pointsk tu the
rush of dun) journalism. but it
itv *old be seator accomplishment if
the public held a somewhat blotter
apd more just estimate or the awe a,
put pose of neespaper men to eel tile
accurate information and elites al
greater seat-now: when calaree upon
to furnish information on lieu. tIldt-
terg to tite pews.
DeWitts Ciarbol led Witch Mize:
Salve. It DI especially good for piles
Sell 1p&) animist&
A Modern Ananias,
What makes me poem a tar Ir 14*
modosts, forsooth,
ehemettaaine
sneak the naked truth.
--Slay Smart net
p. 
SICKblelOOM AIDS
of evral description can be had at
this pharmacy iii reasonable pricer..
,anottiing like hot, eater bags. foun•
Cain ay auger* etc., you alieuld have it.
the house at, all tiotee Come anti buy
them here anti 30011 be mooed of
first-class quality as well as economy
in cost This applies to special tick
rAotu Perils at web oat° articles of
every -dia• use.
S. H. WINSTEAD.., Druggist
Seventh and Broadway.
Phones* 7116
CLIP YOUR HORSES
They look bettor, rid better and wort better. Clipped horses &ire tinier
to 'Ahem% 410 i on are ma, atineyed by Iiiirse hairs when &riving. We
boos au electric machine Ann an expert operator and will give you as
stool stork ea earn be done, at the reguitir pike.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
• Fourth and Kissiuiphy A••nue,
MOOT. GI/WM HAHL •
It Out Daly Be Had Whew There Is
Itandrud.
Aay man or woman who wai
soft, glom**. hair must b,• free of dun
which mune falling hair. Mc e
e•hati become known that dandruff if
a OM 111 tte old .hair prepaye-
Coes that dent- mostly...nip irritants.,
have been abandoned, sad lb* pubic.
barbers and doctors inciuded. hare
taken to using Newtaro's Hertacide.
the only hair praparatioa that kills
the dandruff germ. o. Dodd. Dickin-
soo,,N. D., rays: "IteepieMe.not on',
clean:see the reale frtim dandruff told
prevents the hair falling out, but two-
u.otee a new growth. Horpleside keeps
my hair very glossy. Sold by tattling
druggists. Two slam. ask. and $1 too
Send 10c. In stemma fqr sample to
Ile Merparide Co.. Detroit, Mict.—W.
It. McPherson. Special Agent.
JUST OPLNED
Private
Dialog Boon
Hotel
Belvedere
We have. Jost Ilflenell
a perfectly Repainted
;trivet* (luting Uis.ui
for tire uie of sinnll
parties
•
PHONE 332 !OR
ENOAGENIENTS...
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
•
Both Phones 499.
4 
.FOR SALE
Lumber, iron, all salvage of former Harry
Anderson stable. Purchaser to remove debris
at once. Phone or call on
•
ED D. HANNAN
Plumber
Roth Plustissa 201 132 Siiiiutts I tu.setrt
4111.1111111111b, 
At
THE KENTUCKY
•
M. JOSEPH BOOKS
TUESDAY
Apr" Lillian Russell
ii•l14.;1;111
F. Wry I in heat ra $1 an
Mak:oily . __$1.0:1 ass The
Gallery _.--.-:i0c and 7.1c
111111110 Islareig a s.
In
WILDFIRE
A New Rail( Coady
Ity (acetate Bnaidtaurst and tieerge
Hobert.
NOW is the TIME
to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good _ copdition for
spring and summer use. We clean
all stoves and put in good working
order for the nominal charge of $1.
Repairs extra. Stoves called for
and delivered free. .1 .5 
.• •• •.
Pisdu'icah light & Power Co.
Is
4
•
:.•
••
S
•
•
•
t4
•
•
•
PRESIDENT URGES
'111ramet pretest-eon of the subetaellel
comforts of life, are ureeesarily
greedy, grasping, and eol4'hearted,
aid that they unjustfy demand and
COIGRESS TO ACT aperopriate more than their share ofthee substance of the marry. Stern
eemleseatietteit etietald- be- -
deinagugue and visionary who teach
this untruth and eveu sterner upon
those capitalists who are In truth
graeidng and greedy and brutally die.
is idle to expect permanently to tegardiul of the rights of others, and
thwart the determination of the greatssehe by their actions teach the dead.
lode, of our citizens. It may be end Ito; liteseLsen ear more effectively than
often is the Mistiest duty of a cOUrt, y were preacher of unrest. A "class
a legislature, or all eternities to reest grievance" left too long1 wItbout rem-
and defy a gust of popular passion; &sty breeds "clam conscieusuess" and
and most certainly no pother -servant,
whatever may be Me consequences to
himself, should yield- to what Ivo
thinks wrong. Eat In a epusbion
whitish is emphatically one of pubic
policy. the police which the public de-
mands is sere Iii the end to be adopt-
ed; and a persistent reheat to grant
teI large portion of our pewie what
Is Hite Is °sty too apt in the end to
result ih rassigg gUell Irritation that
ehen the. right is -obtarned It is oil-
tattled in tile course of a movement so
1'; ronfridered and violent as to be ac-
companied be mach that Is wrong.
Thee pretreat of lajunetion to labor dis-
putes. as well as where state laws
are involved, tobeald be need titiatina•
la. and may when there is the clear-
else metesseity fur ft; but 11 is One VO
tore soar) to the ellielsot performance
of duty by the court on hi-half of the
futtihn that it is la the highest defines
I. it  regretted that it should be liable
lo nettle's' use; for this reckless use
teeth. to make hoarse alba *sirs so
to hamper its execrution as to destroy
.ts usetfulieete
The D4411114101111e4
Meese iarslabeel Mario! "Meld Pro
. (Cautioned from pogo odd)
f*
a
I'
test fleet of all &mama tbe *pewit in
gels ronnin of that evil thing whieh
vaned "claim consciousness." The
• etinagegue. the enlister or foolish so-
chaise visiogary who reeves tit arouse
thia asking of clara comoitinasnelit In
cur working people. does a foul and
rail thing; for he IS eo true Americas.
it IS nu self-resepectiag citizen of 01,
rileubiEc, be forfeits his right to-stand
eab manly self-reliance on a footing
OI entire equality with a!!.othey tett
seas. who bows to envy and greed.
who erects the duet rale Of clam hatr•A
into a shibboleth who substitutes boy-
to men of a partieular status,
whether rich or poor, for loyalty to
eternal and immutable prima-
plc* of righteousnesa which bid us
treat each man on his worth as a man
retard to his wealth or his
poverty Bet evil though the influence
•te nisei by the man of great wealth
ce the man of power and position In
- tee ind4tr4l world, who by his lick
if sympathy with. and :ark of under-
standing of. still more hy any ezha
t ion of uneomprernesing hostility to.
Iii.- millions of our work:ns peopolo
tends .to unite them against their fel-e.
lios-Aturricane who are lei ter off in
this worida goods. It Is a bad tiling
ti leach our working people. that nen
of meagss_thet /pry who have she
ter 'e _e * 
year, since. the effort was made to
control comberations by regulating
'bens through the interstate commerce
eonostiesion, and to obelisk them by
theieforo clam resentment
'Anti-Trust Law.
The strenethesing of the antatrnst
;law is demanded uPon both morel and
'economic grounds. Our purpose in
aorengtheating it Is to bemire wore ea
ifettive control by the national goy.
'ernment over the business use of the
seat manna of iledividual, and tepee
tally of corporate, wealth, which at
the present time monopolise moat of
the Interstate business of the country,
and we believe the coutrol can best be
exercised by preventing' the growth
of abuses, rather than merely by try-
ing td destroy them when they have
aatady grown, in the highest sense
ce the word this movement for thor-
ough control of the business use of
this great weal& is conservative. We
ate trying to steer a safe middle
course, which alone can save us from
a plutocratic cities government on the
one hand, or a socialistic claws gov-
ernment on the other, either of white
eould be fraught with disaster to our
free Institutions, state ad national.
We are trying to avoid alike the evils
whet wonid flow from government
owtiershju of the itlic utitk" b •
which interstate commerce Is chief)
carried on, and the evils which flow
nom the riot and chaos of unreetrke-
ea. Individualism. There. Is grave
4.r to our (roe Institutions in the interest of th•• public. Some body,
bother a commission . or a -bureaucorrupting influence exercised be sc
tinder the depart went of commercegrist wealth soddenly concenerated in
the hands of the few. We steroid In
manner, try to remedy this den-
'per, In spite of the sullen opeosition
of three few very powerful neon. and
with the full purpose to Moral them
I" all their rights at the very time Prevent. Over the actio
ns of the ex-
that we require them to deal right. seutIve body in which the power is
telly with othe.. teased 11w courts should posse41,
merely a power of review analogousWhen with steatn and electricity
modern business conditions went •-to that obtaining in connection with
through the astounditnr revolution the work or the !nictitate ('ommerce
which in this country began over half , ceineeitfien at present.
a century ago, there was at first much The decisions of the supreme court
hesitation as to what particular goe In the Misneicea and North Carolina
elemental agency !should be used to eases Illustrate how Impossible is a
grapple with the new coed:tient. At .dual control of national commerite
almost the same time, about twenty carried by the railroads through each
ra4e. Actual , rare:fence hos Sifibwn
that lb,. effort at state control If 'sure
to be nullified in one way or another
sooner or later. ,The natlon alone
means of she esti-trust an; the two can art with effective-ness and wisdom:
!smears therefore being In part mut- it photild have the control both of ths
ita!la insemPailtsle. The tot- 'state business anti of the agent by which
commerce law haa. produced admire- the tersateet is done, for ley attempt
Me results. 'especially sinew It wasl to peparate this control must result
strengthened hy the _appul. law tool In grotesque absurdity. This means
) ears ago. The esti-treat law, thoogh
.t worked souse good. bteause any -
them te better that andrchy and cow-
pie* absence of regulakon, neverthe-
less has proved In many respects Dot
merely inadequate but noinehlevous.
Twenty seasse-aga t stLeara.
berate power had produced almost
every conceivable form of abuse, and
had worked the gravest injury to
lividness morality and the public con-
ed-nes For a long time federal reg-
ulation of interstate coalmen* had
been purely negative, the na.tional
judiciary merely acting in isolated
cases to ro-strain the state from east.-
cislog a plwev which it as olearly
tint onstItutronal as well as unwiee for
them te exercise, but which never-
theless tha national government itself
failed to exercise. Thus the corpora-
tions monopolizing eomensree made
the law for themselves, state power
and comttion law being inadequate to
itsconeolisli any effective. regulation,
and the national power not yet having
ben put forth. The result was mis-
chievous' in the extreme, and only
vtiortsighted and utter failure to ap-
preciate thee grossness of the evils to
which the lack of regulation gave
ries can excuse • the well-meaning
tenons who now desire to abolish the
anti-trust law tright. or to amend
It by simply (.01111*.nining "unreason-
able" _combinations
Power should unquestionably be
lodged somewhere in the executive
breach of the government to permit
combination« whi.11 wall further the
public interest: but it neat always be
rememlwred that, as re-garde the
great and wealthy unitibintrtions
through which most o'f the interstatc
business ofolay ie done, the burden
of proof should be on them to show
that they have a right to exist No in-
Mune' Das Ill
thiv experience to determine In the
nest plate whether a -given eombina-
tion Is advisable or necessary In the
and labor, should be given this power.
My personal belief la that ultimately
we shall have to adopt a national In-
corporation law, though 1 ant well
aware that this uno be impossible at
that we most rely alma sataeisal Jails.
Istion to prevent the commercial
abuses tsar e.mv exist and the others
fiat-are sari, arise unless soITIP cm-
cleat governin.-ntal body has ade-
quate power sf ;entice over them. At
C I
utilise and 'Tier the _great powers
conferred Upon I as regards inter-
state connote.. 'saes this commerce
to be reeuee.d. not by the state nor
yet by the consees, but by the 'occas-
ional and nes inadequate and
one-sided action of 'he' federal judk-
tery. However upright and able a
court Is, It cantiot act constructively;
canioaly act neeatively or deetruc-
lively, as an axenTy of government;
and this Leans that the courts are
and must always be unable to deal
effectively with a problem like the
present, which requires constructive
action. A court eau deride, what is
faulty, but it has no power to make
better what it thus finds to be faulty.
There should be an efficient executive
body created with power enough to
correct .alsor.•s and scope enough to
woe* elk' the complex problems that
this great eouatry has developed. It
it sot sullicient objection to say that
smell a body may be guilty of unwis-
dom or of ablises. Any government-
al body, whether a court or a com-
mission, whether executive, legisla-
tive or judiiSal. if given power
esough to enable it to do • effective
work for good. must also inevitably
receive enough power to make it pos-
sibly effective for evtl.
Labor tieganizations.
A strong effort has been made to
have labor organizations completely
exempted front any of the operations
of this law, whether or not theie acts
are in restrent of trade. Such ex-
ception would in all probability make
the b I unemetitutional, an e•
istature has no mure right to pats a
bill without tegard to whether it is
constitutional than the courts haee
lightly to de-are inconatitutIonal a
law which ths It gislature has solemn-
ly enacted. The responsihility is as
great on the one side as on the other,
and an abuse of power by the legislat-
ure in onfi direction Is equally to be
condemned with an abuse of power
by the courts in the other direction.
It Is not possible wholly to except la-
bor organizations from the workings
of this law, and they who insist upon
totally excepting them, are merely
Providing that their status shall be
kept wholly unchanged, and that they
hail contlene to be exposed to the ac-
tion whIsh they now dread. Obvi-
eraly. an organizatkm not formed for
profit should not be required to furif-
iith statistics. in Any way ..ascomplete
at, those furnished by organizations
for profit. Moreover, so ter as tabor
is engaged in produetion only. Its
litime to. be easmpted from the anti-
trust law are seund. This would sub-
aantialty cover the right of laborers
to combine, to strike isteenbia, and
o enter into trade agreements with
the employers. But when-labor un-
it rtakes in a wrongful manner to pre-
vent the distribution and sale of the
eg-
iroducte of labor, as be ,ertain forms
of the Issycott. it haa left the field of
production, and Its action may pliab-
ly be in restraint of Interstate trade,
and must necessarily be subject to
inquiry, exactly as in the case of any
LeaublnatIou estr the same 
pose, SO as to determine whether euch
action is contrary to sound public
relic')-. The beertlest encouragement
should be given to the wagenorkers
to form Inner unions and to enter
into agreements with their employers:
and their right to strike, lei long as
the-sect peaceably, must be preserved.
But we should Benetton neither •
hoy-cott nor a blacklist which would
Is' illegal at common law.
The measures I advocate are in the
interest both of decent corporations
and of law-abidIng labor unions.
They are, moreover, pre-emlnently In
the interest of the public, for iu my
judgment the American people have
definitely made up thetr minds that
the days of the reign of the great
law-defying and law-evading corpora-
teem are over, and that from this
time on the mighty organizations of
capital necessary for the transaction
et business under tiliodern condition.,
while encouraged so letng as they act
honestly and in the Interest of the
geseral public, are to be subjected to
careful supervision and regulation of
a kind so effective, as to insure their
acting in the interest of the people as
• whole.
A Heal Need.
Allegations are often made to the
elect that there is no real need for
these laws looking to She moire effec-
tive control of the great cuporations.
upon the ground that they will do
their work well without such control.
I call your attention to the accompany
lug copy of a report just submitted
y . r. . a an MaTtfliats. eheirMittro
the finance commission, to the mayor
and city council of Boston, relating to
certain evil practices of various cor-
porations which have been bidders for
rural/thing to the city iron and steed.
This report shows that there have
been extensive combinations formed
among the various corporations which
have business with the city of Boston,
including, for Instance, a carefully
planned combination ethbracing prac-
tically all the firms and corporations
engaged' In structural steel work in
New England. This combination in-
cluded substantially all the local con-
cerns, and many of the largest cor-
porations in the United States, en-
gaged In manufacturing or furnishing
structural steel for use in any part of
New England; it affected the statee.
the cities and towns, the railroads and
street railwayp, and generally an Per-
sons having Occasion to use' iron or
'teel for litre purpose in that seesaw:
of the country. As regards the city
of Boston, the combination resulted
in parceling out the work by collusive
hide, plainly dishonest, and supported
he false alinnations. •
I have submitted this report to the
department of justice for thorough in-
restaration and for action If actior
shall prove practicable,
THE
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CLF-AN SMOKE
FOR CLEAN
PEOPLE
The only simitary pipe
not a freak
For sale at
15010S' DRUG STORE, 215 Broadway
4Iorely mkott a state of affairs as that
set forth emphasizes the need of fur-
ther federal legislation, not merely
because of the material benefits such
keslation will merely, but anus. all
Meause this federal action should be
part, and a large part, of the cam-
paign to awaken our people as a whole
to a lively and effective toedemna-
tion of the kw st4tsdard of morality
Implied in suck coadact an the part
tit great business concerns. The first
duty of every man is to provide a live-
lihood for Shawl( and fler those de-
peadeat upon him; it is from every
standpoint desirable that of our
citizens should endeavor by hard
work and honorable methods to se-
esre for him aad his such a compe- urable
tence as will carry- with it the oppor-
tunity to enjoy in reasonable fashion
the comforts and refinements of life;
and, furthermore, the man of grea:
-*Why wire obtains- a -feet-
uhe in upright fashion inevitably in
so doing confers a benefit upon the
community as a whole and Is entitled
to reward, to rdspect, and to admira-
tion. But tenor* the many kinds ef
evil, social, industrial, and political,
which it Is our dutry as a- nation
sternly to combat. there Is none at the
tame time more base and More dan
gerous than the greed which tritest&
the plain and siniele rules of honesty
with cynical contempt if they inter-
fere with making a profit: 
lexury, and wffeas Paal delight.
whose real life work, is the accumu-
lation and use of power in its most
sordid and least elevating form. In
the chaos of an absolutely unrestriet-
ect commercial individualism under
modern conditions, this te a type that
becomes 'prominent as inevitably as
the marauder baron became pronen-
eta In the physical chaos of the dark
ages. We are striving for legislation
to mielnese the abuses which give
this type its flourishing prominence,
partly for the sake of what can be ac-
complished he the legislation Itself,
and partly becenve the legislation
marks our participation in a great
cited stern moral movement to bring
our ideals and our condoct4ato toms-
accord.
THEODORE ROOSI6V16LT.
The White House, April 21, 1104.
If F.ALTH AND VITALITY
Mott's Neverine
great iron and tank restora-
tive fer men and steadier, produces
streagth and vitality, builds up the
system and renews the normal vigor.
Peer sale by druggists or by mail, $1
'per box, 6 boxes for $6. Williams'
Co., Cleveland, 0.
The
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After a setl-fnade• Man finishes the
lab be closes the factory,
es'
&lai as
nation we can not be held 
gu° 
ess IMPORTANT DECISIOIwe condone such action. The man t
who preaches hatred of wealth hon-
estly acquired, who inculcates envy
'rid jealousy and slanderous Will
toward those of his tenons who by
Matt, .enertry, and industry have be-
come man of Means, Is it menace to
:he community, lint his. coonterparr
-n evil Is te be found in that perticet-
ar kind of moltinallionaire who is al-
most the least enviable, and is certain-
one of the least admirald, of all
sir citizens; a man of whom It has
been well said that his face has
mown hard anecruel *tile his body
tax grown sort! whose son is a fool
ink! his daughter a foreign priticess:
;Alm* nominal pleasures *Pe at beet
bete of a tasteless- and- extraveglint
d
.1e 
•
Case of much Interest was tried last
Tuesday before Judge Emery, where
George Fieklin, of this city, was
charged with selling intoxicating
lifmora, and the evidence showed he
meld Dr. Fizz, Cremo and Vivo, pre-
pared by A. le Laevison & Co. and
the proof all went to show these bev-
erages ware non-Intoxicating, and (ha
case was dismissed, as po violation 4
the law could be proven.
The decision of the court will act
,favorably with the safe of Dr Fizz,
title* and Cremo, widish are prepareitad Sid by A. IL Latevlsen & Co , ofthla..aftr. . .
- 4
FURNITURE_ AND HOUSE FURNISHINGS ON CREDIT
Nothing is More Enjoyable Than a Comfortably Furnished Home
It often happens that the choice of an appropriate piece of furniture is au extremely difficult matter to decide. You will find at our store imitable things for all parts of the
house; we handle everything-in the general housefurnishing line, at prices that will interest.you.
Save Your Money and Use Your Credit
Many persons get the impression that we extend the courtesies of a charge account only to those who are financially responsible. As a matter of fact we do not concern
ourselves about a person's wealth when extending credit. NO MONEY .REQUIRED---YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD. We make no distinction in opening charge ac-
counts between men and women, old or young, the well to-do employer or his honest employe. Thousands of our charge accounts are with persons having small income
or earning moderate salaries, such as clerks, book-keepers, salesmen, teachers, dressmakers, stenographers, mechanics, railway enfployes and people in all walks of business
or professional life, who, by paying small amounts regularly each month, have established a credit that can be used the same as cash capital foreverafter.
Our line of Porch Furniture far exceeds anything we have ever shown. Let us make'you prices before you place your order.
NEW STYLE
The above cut represents
the Herrick Refrigerator,
and shows the perfect eir-
en1 • lion guaranteed in the
Herrick. Von only buy
one refrigerator in a life-
time, nsnally; it therefore
behooves every one to look
closely into this matter
and bny something that is
fa ly 'guarant --ed in every
respect.
OLD STYLE
The above cut represents
the old style refrigerator
with the ice at the top,
with practically no circu-
lation of air, thus the
deadly nsierobe has free
reign; when no fresh, lee-
cold air playa monad the
food it soon becomes
tainted and spoils. Look
at the arrows in the pie,
ture and see the difference
between this style and the
modern Ilerriek.'
i We are sole agents for lb. Celebrated Barrick sad
. 
McCray Refrigerators
$10.50
10.50weathered oak, green or natural . . . . . . .This handsome three piece Porch Set, 
finished,
1S-
114-116 South Third Street.
--
Telephone 396
Settee like ctit only.
This Andrew Jackson
Chair, in the Old
Hickory fine,
only...L. $3.75
------ $4.50
R()(ker like rut,
only $2.00
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MYSTERY
By Stellart Edward White
Aid Samuel Hopkins Adams
Oopi right. 1507, by McClure, Phillips & Co.
(Oostbsued from last iseue.)
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1.1 iies rap.1• ed to me lees desperate then tinting to, 
f.)r th.s eritn (AI Ifflir 
tallith-es of these men, especially
simile they how 111141 free aceess to the
' r ‘'"- ' ibotor store,
7' ."1": T.: While I leaned 0\ er the rail engross-
' ' ".I ell In these Iloulithts one of the black
It, laid fieen gather-.
.1 I. t)
Sled dissipating 11%151' the island dur-
ing the entire afternoon suddenly glow-
. "' I 
•.,ovirthesil with a strouge white in-
' ' vandesteucre et:trete:1y akin to Dar-
row's Is, called "devil tires." Strange.
• es,' , Iy enough, this illumluation, unlike tbe
.15 1• yolcanic glows, eptesered to be emit on
tee deeds /row without, rather than
r
s‘sess.m...W.163.SslAwk.WW01
MAPLE. TERitACK.
MR. MOON'S
To Secure Deeper Water In
Teauesnee River.
•
•
Hill Asks foe Appointment to( Hoard
lif 4:11itinerra t 1Sr4ermini.
.adt lsumbitity of Pions.
114 RESULT 01•P TAFT REARING.
Chattanooga, April 2S.-Following
the recent hearing of the house rivers
and harbors committite, in w hich J.
k Patten-and other Chattinooga gen-
- melt fort leipated, Con gressinall
in introduced a bill iniended
ve the way for a deeper . bonne, in
TellncSsCe river below its e'ty.
pri sent plans for w,.7k fa the
r are' with a•view to s•••alitie a
i,th of flee feet at Iola 115.1>f The
_iiiinent of the Chattituerca-n genie-
/1 was in favor of atoll work as,
rtsalt in "- nine-feet. 4.3r-round.
. ;gait n tip to ChattanoL.:. '' This.
is held, can be accotr,.it -hint by
ting in ()trite dams beta.. n Hale's
Muse:e shcials. It r NlootCs
calls. 'for the &point:L.:A of a
'a ad of tangineers who shall make
nceersori. survey's. etc , II17-,teFs-
optin the advisabili's of corn-
- rig with the request 0+ ti:t• Chats
, 1 eirgans.
nteaSore is entitled "A Hill to
t the St e•ctary of 11:ir to ap-
a loin rd of engin. rs tc make ter-
, q catinnii• .teill
Tenne:-s-0 t'1% ..r," and •!,• follow-
- a -a the full -text:
The Lathe,' Aid society met at the
residence of Mrs. Arlaple Elliott at
2:30 p. m. today. Members present
were: Mrs. Province, Mrs. Thixton,'
Mrs.• Fooks and Mrs. Plastrix, and
one visitqr, Mrs. Barnes, of Water
Valley. Ky., who Is the guest- of Mrs:-
1.1: W. Fooks.
Mr. Rogers and sister, Mrs. Davis,
of Eddyville, are visiting their sister.
Mrs. Ellen Spidell.
• Mr. Earl Hall and wife and Sir
Ezra Hall returned this evening from
St. Louis. where they spent three days
visiting their brother.
Miss Myrtle Moore is teaching a
literary school of small children.
K. OF C.
RILL INITIATE Chanel OF let)RTV
NEXT SUNDAY Airl'ERNOON.
nallIllt:111 'oU11.5 Ii 1,111I Hat, Big Day,
it, S el.:hi:unto of %lass and
Banquet at iglu.
Paducah councirN• o.sIts55. Knights
of Columbus.-will in it Ia1e ,a +I .:ass of
450 candidates next Sunday. About
V o'clock Sunday night the Knights
all assemble its the eduncll chamber
and the candidates in'the club roam'
of the Red Men's hall, and at 1 0:15
o'Cock they will march to the St
Francis de Sales church. At 10:1155
o'cloek the ktolghts will attend high
mass. Sind the so men by the Hey'
Father Jaasce, chaplain of the Padu
(ah council. After mass, lunch will
"Itt it tnact•il by this ani be set-1,yd.
loose of inpresentatives tie Unit- At 1:10 oic:ock in the afternoon
Si cis of .ano rive in Cre.irress as- the knight* and candidates wil
...1. 1-114it the secretot. 4.f war semble et the .1.1.id 111(i11's hall. where
. • a:11 hereby aut'... 7Z .L1 and the initiation ceremony all be con-
- • ted to appoint a board et Un1t( d dialed. In the . even1ny at St:1n
tLizinc..74. which (chars! 01 k a banquet will be giVea to the
tine cstixate. and report to th.'•,•isAitn. knights at the hull, Fifth and
srssien of this, emigre-, to What liroatiea). The delegatet a Ill be ex-
s.•n: •xisting prrtjtwts11Or niplifi• .1 - The. first and second tie-
• A+.rk ilocit - the Tear. -see rivi-r is It the PadifenVeOutad.and /he
- Er-Tr 1 tri--5 - 7-60-646.er--46y -J . --T. deanotan...__diss.
rualrittlirgeoni" 
aseisted by Dr. Charlee
Otatintioas use of those• leek.: dams r°1:''' 
ideput. and staff of 1111,
enr:1'.= th*rcon that air I occ eon-
r it or 'prop, !rd. ant ,o Its to %V1Int.t. lhIl INA: 11'.
ireinsi-ractfon-..'s h prat--
it,,,m1 any, re...dolity Thu Wausau, lit‘c.ca
WAR .of I hint.
• nove,ae•,-. Potts 7, -and ',lift ient e a.- to di' of thirst. Conniara-
De if:. :i t fee-rrnoso tivety ea. persons 1.11oW the soffei-
,.,1:11:' e of siej 001.4 betast...2 m,ka. 11,g 10•0 •-.1 in a tliiria for v...ich
to this esni fonnd
t•rialing moos than the men of
th4•• lit lp at hand. The con-
. 2harlainNer'' pidr'i- for flecs-afaru I,.l
ii
titg-oitr to na•lir.",:in V.deoili thirst is the doom
%wind Intlises, the Inatt.14 ft. id
_ or said eat' giini II I Gt.oh,
-• repot -h.,' 
ft 1 What IF, fresh water suppis
-e DWI f)r mesa, huf...„.„, a:. gioac is 
fsi:ine They hate
-ctri'lt..c, a nd i'.1 , 11 poIlAl t5.1 the 
gr.:Wood s1th-
., wo-k t„. draisa: of t!..• ••••earns a: ocher.
; •• !nil? of 
a.,ter froini !her to-fame
in A ft e a and e..ntral.Asia and,
„vor DON'T RAVE TO WM? 
ie. I. it, all the reat I.•ve:s the
L....T., dose 
kaf 
twbetter. taLs.po pit, n 1..1; are d.ryin.g .% great
-ere velar whole. +slides right old on the " 141i,l'S -WC:1 
KnOwn in the
5•50erVeleeir•. Peace I. 111:•• hay,' rv•y dloap-
Te xamp;o. Lake tih.:rotut,
vanish...I, :is has also
A7'. iiquor deal. n. are hereto. tuiti-ILake N4410)distovered by 'Liefilare•
'' 41 not to sc:,. to, nor phrmit anson..lalt(t1. Lake Tchad is more than ha!f
o buy for 'Waiter Suriyaa. of Padu- , &fed it;.. For tenturit it bodies 
of
ah, any irtoxicatine ibmors. Provirivrat-e in Central Aetrt have been crap-
folem will foow if this notee 451 'da14+1.1g and the deserts extending.
iit (ompfie 1 w:th Liao d at Pad Where 2.(nito yiare ago great cities
all. Ky., this 27th dsy of , in East Turk. --rim Alerts are
efts, mole wee r‘mt, .0%!:. vast and depressing
ietie of sand. The River Tarim,
ence a iir,acipal Asiatic route, Is at-
Wu
nnoncemeat
take pleasure in announeing to most 14011e: aad Lott-Nor. former:).
hi pufs'ie that after May 1, Hine. as tour times the area of Lake Geneva.
lc . - to Mr. .1. W. Agnew. weI. !ma hat a shallow marten The
to do all kinds of hank :-:411.4, :tad conditions are noted in
'ad (Alice fixtures and carpenter work. F leutoptan Russia. Novgorod. the
'hots 7 0:4 SO/nth Fifth street. Esti- n+,1,, 1•11•11111K ritY in iho ('tar's di*
tillS theerfnl:y given, t lets realm. was surretinderi be
Jee ARTS. ror Iti the mitid'e ages. While we
ROBERT E. MASON.
"New, just it 1! the, story In your
rivn words." said the lawyer to the
it-ibm sc
"But I'm under oath. ain't I!" re-
till- the frank witnees.---afrooklyn
1.1(e.
Meet through them from 'Within es
were the other vol('anie t ease dime.ili
At the some Instant I expert teed a
short) interior revolairm of is tie sort.
MOMh bri••fly momentary, but of a char-
acter that shook nut from head to toe.
1 had no time to analy-zr these vari-
ous itnpresoalons, however, for my V-
Million wak almost Instantly distract-
ed. From the cabin came the sound
of a sharp fall; then a man cried out,
and on the heels of It Puiz darted from
the cabin, erreaming horribly. We
went. all on deck, and as the little man
ruithed toward the stern Handy Soio
thou twists'.' him deftly from his feet. I Newland was particularly humee
"What is Or he cried as he pinned sted because his wife, after sewing
the sufferer to the Iletic. hlm securely in the sheet. invited see-
Rut Pills could not answer. Be ably- era l neighbors to witness the thriteli-
e'red• iliffen"t1 and lay rigid. hi. el" lag she was about to Rive hint(' So
rolled leek
two, be sure 'het the fate e.hi(h. the
oeists suggest foil- humanity
vety far away, the facts reetted •,,
show the lag itroCe=s are con
.1 Ire rig proofs of the need of pre-
.* rving our forests with 'more_ care.
St Paul Pioneer Press.
ehireetehlps Husband in lied .after
Stewing Him' In %heti.
Omaha, Neb.. April 27. The two
5i:+1;.14' figt between Bert Newland and
his wife. Pearl. ehich began Thurs-
day night, ended in pollee court to-
day, where the woman admitted sew-
ing her husband into a bed sheet and
horsewhipping him before he got nP
yesterday morning. ,
"I came hole and found her drink-
ing beer with another man." declared
the whipped husband. "I threw them I
both out and went to bed. When I
woke up It was to feel the rawhide."'
"Flee" reinatrked Thracklee
'enraged did he become that ate ex-
itently. 
haps- treating himself, he proceeded to pen-
The ezeitement died. Bum Mai fore- 
ish his spouse until neighbors stopped
eft between tbe victines lips. After a 
the fray and the pollee came.
Mrs. Newland denies she did any--little he reeovered, but could tell us
nothitig (ff his eeiznre. ,thing improper and declared her hue
wAfter the deems had beau hand abused her until she could standsept
axide frouvomppor Handy f101onliell atti•It no longer. Newletur *Is fined and"
flounced &-tier0isi attempt to open the must pay the costs of the case.
ebest. •-••
"Poncho, her.., says be's bees a me- I The total elertrdml encfge
eh:Intr." said he. "I right Amu know In London during the last year 15/.1.4
Ian's been a housebreaker, Ms he's inst 212.1/ 4.57, kilowatt hours
the sate for the Job, and ytell.cart kiss
the book en that." I Yale wood of Australia has the
(To be co•Uneted ba next haime.) tensile strength of good east Iron. '
Reader Magazine.... 3.00
Metropolitan ..1.10
or World Today
or Woman's Hass
Oompaolow f 6.00
All for woo, Hat 1Price
Reader Magazine ...11.00
Review of Reviews -1.00
.or Outing
or Ainsiee's
or Smart Set
$6.00
Roth for 1$3.044. Halt Pike
Home Magazin. ....111.00
McClure's ..
or Cosmopolitan
or American
Os' Success,
MAINE WOMAN MAKES OATH
IN REGARD TO STATEMENT
In connection with the intense In- lmsdicine. of which I havts .taken the
tereet manifested by the public at
large in the theory of L. T., Coper
is to the human stomach being thn
•olirce of nearly all Ill health, thee'
Lt, mints of Mr. W. D. Spaulding.'
Hallowell, Mn., one of the oldest
,1 Lest-known druggists in that
contents of, thiee bottles. and C411 10-
day eat anything *Oboe( inconven-
ience to myself. For a number of
years I had suffer's.' intensely with
severe headaches,--sour stomach, lode
geatIna, pains in no side, and compli-
entions which Made it exteetlinelY
- ifs'. and of Mrs. Frederick liarveY. hard for work. Ploelrians had 0%1'0
, %ell known nurse living in the me dozens of prescripitiona, slush
-sone place, will be interesting 40 failed to accomplith a cure or 1•Yer.1
thousands of persona who are today reilef. Your New Discovery will-
suffering from ailments directly trace- ,'Ins,' advert:mm((10 attracted my at
th!s• to the stomach. The fact that tention, and I purchased a bottle of
these statements are made yoluntare the medicine. which I took according
y. under _oath, removes all element to directions and- before it ear half
of doubt. The staterdents fob ow: gone, I felt very much better; when
-Hallowell. Maine. Jule 20 1011; had taken the coltente of two hot-
-To the Cooper Medicine Company. ties I gained courage to eat Mane
Dayton, Ohio, thtroas which for years I had denied
"Gentlemen- The policy at stpated- niyie-if, and found they-canoed tn, no
isle's drug store is to gain the per- el effects. Today, after having used
feet confidence, of the puttee by nu yer three bottles (sr the New Discovere,
recommending any :intailt•Intr or treat- I eat) ..et anything and feel (bat I am
mein untieits virtues have been fully a aeit woman otter more, and there-
established. The Cooper Remedies fore would advise anyone to take
were to Us an unknown quality, we • festiper's New Discovery, for I feel
were very she mica: of their ntetift'inal sere it wel cure them "- - Mrs. Fred
value, and it was not until several of crick WarveY. Hallowell. Me.
our customers' had received stteh ben- "We endotes the abotte testimonial,
eficial results front their 11+1.5 that as' under woe, as being correct.
4.(ould no longer doubt their value that "W. D. tIll'ArLDINO
We consented to take the agency for "Ts stimony before me tinder oath this
Coo sr !Comedies In this territory. 22nd' slay itiL.latuart , 
heartily 4+11 olviThireiErWirllts -"DEO. A. AFFORD,
"Herewith we give Om testImonin! (Seal I "Notary Public,"
of a lady eimee case (ions. Tinder our The Cooper rertiertleill have proven
rsto *I ohsertution from her being eminently eatisface IT V a Arr..ser in-
t r.•_firlar customer. and she says*. - trodoced We will be p eased he m's-
at !ems n of the Cooper Medicine plain their nature to an:tone wishing
co_ motor', Milo: II is with ta-ea.arc to know about them We Sr.- agents.
I re, emmend .y ''ii r Nee Discovery W. B. M,-Pherson.
-
Itel4 lit investigot:ott of live Le 
1
high shown that anion!: other things 2740,-
ever tomtit( 't'd at South ehemIlet ', fent ems of 41:ses:Yi.1 mineral Sr.' car-
la - in the arVaIIMIAC4111 or tied in rii,petisti a ea. II )sar past the
mu h valuable information reirtriling ;aunt !tient:one&
Ii. of the ',Wahl in reference 10
'he use of itN. atrr for Mantilla. tar-
ltg sail liorposes. It a
kftcr a e'.! I 00 oce.ta 'i'- Fig to
with twr flirt.
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome. well
Appointed carriages
whenI nerve you. We
give prima personal at-
tention at all tome.
. .
H ARRy ANDHRSON, PHONE 313 •
.01111111111111011.111M111111111111RIIIIP IRMO
OUR DRIVER IS CAREFUL
I hut driv r'e (lay More than untidy 4.411ing,
for your soiled linen and militating the packages after
Wm' have laundered it. He is iequirid to make regular
calls upon our enstomeru, to carrfulls Mark the owner's
name on the bundle as he receives* to avoid any
&tame of error, to-carefully note any r quest made and
to report it to us flor attrut;on and to give at all times
polite, prYitnpt m reit* to our ettetannerse. apprr•
cute our kind of service.
Star Laundry
Both l'hunv.:za 200. 120 N • Puurth
SAVE MONEY Oti YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great dea cheaper to place annurl sueseriptions to sev-
eral magazines at the same tisn (s and order them all together from
us. than it is to buy the same =sestinas shorty or subsrrib• to them
•CP•rat•IY. Ommbination club offers are now made by whitish (sub-
scribers to several magazines an secure bargain prices, sometimes
getting three or four magazInes foe the price of one or two. Sub-
scriptions may be sent to dIftereut addresses, If desired, and may be.
gin with any month. let us know what magazines you are tak-
mg now Or what, magazine* you want to take next year. and we will
quote tbe oonshinatten price. isbooring saving to tie effectill.
WIMPLE RARtiAINg.
MeClure's Mtagarfne $1.60 Cosmopolitan ... ..31.00
or American Home Magazine A on
&seems ....1.00
or American
1
All for 
$233 00
Weekly Inter Ocean
and Farmer ....$1 00
McCal,i's Magazine .. 60
(with pattern)
Home Magazine.... 1 ne
Half $Priee2 50All for 
Designer.. • . ..$0.60
(with fashions)
Cosmopolitan ... I 0(1
Reader Magazine .. 3 00
--
omplete Seletcription Catelostie, with beautiful Harrison 111C 41
40
'n0z
Roth for 1111:(1// All for _0:2
oneer, listing all magazines singly and In chitin at levant rates, sent
oti fres 6n reeeipt of meleel card request.
$2.110
Central Magazine Agency - • Indianapo'is,
The it0s)10• Merrill tionitiany.
•
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IDEAL'S WEDNESDAY SPECIALS
Fish Of bVeTy kind.
Frog, per di a 200
Bull Frogs, per doz $3.00
Woodcock flour sack 850
StrewigAtis, very fancy,
per iluart 50
Sugar, granulated, 17 lbs.* 1
3 cans Corn.......-25C
Peanut Butter, per jar 100
liens, dressed.
Turkeys, dressed.
Doan, dressed.
lielgin Squabs, dressed.
French Peas, per can
Bulk Nimes, per 50C
3 cans Tomatoes.-... 25C
Imported Swiss, per lb 35c
Br:ck Cheese
Limberger cheese- 20C
Vegetables of all kinds very
Cheap.
IDEAL MEAT AND GROCERY MARKET
THE LOCAL NEWS ALL NIGHT
RIDER CASES- -Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Bioadeay. Phone lall.
-Fortes for real evtite agents for
Sale at this OMCe.
--Mr.. IL C. Hollins hag lift the
city for a few months. and I have ac-
quired an interest In his butiluess and
ahall. Lesaltsatatesaketeeeketse-Any--4.tre.
formatiou with reference to any
branch of h we: receive prompt at
tention if ypu will call up The Sun
caner. Roth plaint.* 358. K J. Pax.
ton, .
--Dr. Warner, veterinariao Treat'.
ritent of domes! ii' aelliti.tia. Both
Dories 131. -
..
Wit Vail ghie you the finest ear-
...ages in the city for wedding. ball
• and theater cells Our prices are low
. r then thole' charted for Me service
in ars eity in Any. rice. Our serve.n
is seeonil to ters..ind lies best In this
•ts. Painter Transfer Company.
- If you want a rine lawn sow
Brmisress town veep seed Islosver
seed that grow. Brunson's Flower
. Shop. 529 Itroadway.
- Ir,,,- sou... tun:hire door.platea,
bras. p1.0. is. braes and aluminum
e1i77its lit all li.ndr. ruhner it•pe sign*
rtierke, A , Sett. The :Diammid Stamp
. Works. 115 South Third. Phone 8.55.
---tamerai. Cameras, Cameras, and
It•dalt PapplIPa of all kinds at It. D.
Clements a co.
- those anticipating the punts**
of antthIng .in ntonumental work
tilnuid see the arCstiedisplay Of mer-
it n'e and granite at. the stem of WI.-
.doh-um i.i don. West Tit:able street. he.
11.12•re placing their orders._
- V.% F. Perri, painter and deco-
rator. estlmates furniahed, prints rea-
sonable Old phone 11,"56.. Shop and
resslence 826 Clark.
--- Fish:ne par le. will be (plate
I fteotont among :tile employ-lei of the
ll inoW l'-.01ra shops •nd the first
• laig fietlerrtspeditiion is Warmed for
May r.to :it Itar;ove Pixte,tt of the
1 shop nit-It, a hi. Ilk.' tn dts after the
finny trible, made tip a puree of $16
I and Clarence Kliehorpe and Dirk Tol-
bert w. fit to Chleago lasf eveek and
cant.' back with two seines and other
ii,11 OS Neale. On Sittelays and boll-
*Inv!' 1 114 planned to have the seine.
In tee
- Al 'Jnynes, a lineman fir tie.
E.,: '1. treese T ' 'phone yompany.
a A ntaily iron d in a Al. al ;nu at
dil ...00, toliy, 'bile w.rking aletut ths
the alitrm boa at Ninth street and
11..401a:ie. Fire swarms Nos 1, 1
.ttel 4' answered the *IS arriving at
N nth strret and Broadway two rain-
,nes after the alaara via. turned in.
--Manager GeOrne Goodman. of
' th.. Kentucky theater, said this after-
noon tile repert that all the seats for
tonight's sho *are yield is not true.
Ts. re arc 90 scats left on the first
.
floor. 
M t: Ed II icier went to -Eddy-
tistay. on busanese
t CLAYTON'S
Famous
Dog Remedies
• ,
This is tie sewn of the
year when it is talent to
eradiesite all trace of disease
in the dog's system, with a
few dor a of these standard
remedies. We have an in-
teresting little book which
tells all about dog diseases
and how to cure 'them; Wm
your.z for the asking. CIS--
Eon's dog remediiis fare sold
exclusively b tip.1
Gilbert's Drug Store
4: dtb and Broadway
rho. as 'yr
May Day. 
home at Port Smith. Ark., after visit
ing friends in the city.
The teachers of th • Longfellow •
Mr. J. R. Perryman, representingJat•keon and Twelfth streets.
the Oscar 1.. Gregory. Vinegar conewill .ntertain the pat roue and friends
in Nashville, Tenn., left todayof the aebool on Friday afternoon. It PaLY
after *pending a few days In the city.will be the first publie entertainment
given in the row lcuildiug and a press' Miss Haiti Harrison a-nd
May Day event A program vi-el b.. Anna Harrison have returned 
to tits r.
r.vaidered by the pupils of Miss Lark_ home in Graleamville after a 
vier to
i -lets and Miss Sloan's rconia at 1:30 friends n ets:s cite.
olelmik. At 2:30 o'cl.wk there willI Miss Lena Park. of Florence 
stay
be u general irrogram with seeeeles Oen, is seriously ill of 
appendiellIs at
by Superintendent ktin A. CarnaiteY ktr Rome. An operation will b. I. 
t
and "others. The work of the differsnt fornts-d.
Mr. and Mrs. E Johnson. 1747.tens will be effectively displayed!
fro'r ese hoperni•4f---th-ft rfs-j.mr.F.-t-tti7-14a;••r14:011-4,-144.44-, hav4 retetrueststgOse.
room prettily' deebraud. The Leach. ':bit to friends and relatives at' Ad-
el** Of that building art: Prof. A. M. Han_
Rcpidale. principal: Mists Hattki, Mr. C (I. Nucko:s w',nt to Kuttawa
Shervrlu Lucie MO4tre, derma. Sloan. anti Eddyvilte on Lutsir.;S today.
Claire St. John and Ella Larken. Mr. J Want_in It It today for
Owensboro today on business.
Donee for Miss Scott Last Night. Rev. Path :T. C. .1. Est Mime, or
The drove at the Woman's. club I rairie liesher. arrived heee
;Sat night in compliment to Mies terday to aasis1 at the ceremonies at
Marjorie Scutt wets one of the most de- :the Viallistms-Stuart willing which
lghtful of the past-Lenten affairs.!all ly-• solemnised at St. Patrick's
'shush tha ti rnine. He is se/pi/tag
,it Bt. Mare's infirmary. --Cairo Balle-
lin. •
Mr. and Mrs I. Iland and daurn
t--r, VIrgirt:a. and Misrs Edith *Shoot:-
1 MM, of ('hicago, are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. V. C. litisaman,, 1614
Broadway.
I Mrs. Catch Ituate of Metropolis, is
visiting* her daughter. Mrs. K. J. Pet-
!tit r Trimble street. 'Was Mary
Stauffer'', of Mount Vernon, Ohio, has
i returned from a v'sit to MAropoliat
and is the Ernest of Mrs. It, J eettle
I SCss Bess Park. of Metropolis, was
visiting friends in the city yesterday.
Do)othy Fowler, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Saunders Fowler. of
Broadway, is III with malaria fever.
Elizabeth Caldwell. the daughter of
Mr. S. B. Caldwell, ist recovering from
an attack of malaria.
I Mr. Charles Stein returned to Mt.
Carmel, Ill., today after a visit with
Paducah relatives.
I Mrs. Jeanette Rivers, of Sniithiand,
ils vatting her slater, Mrs. C. C. Grass-
ham ,and tomorrew Mrs. Rivers will
heave for Friars Point, Miss., to join
her husband. Dr. Rebert J. Rivere.
They will make their. future home In
.just in - another ship.
mem of the celebrated
Manhattan Shirts, the
best on earih., This
week we arc howing
some especially nobby
patterns, the latect fad
in tans, canary. b'ue,
plaids. Comm in and let
us show you.
Price $1.50-t? $5
(Continued from page owe.)
eharg.d by Judge Wells with be ng
Isuistlas.
'ions and in 1rnpathy with night
riders. held levees on street eornern
explained hia roars* to his friends
and folliovere who appear numerous
from the ...stet Fide of the county,
uh•re tee main trouble exiats. Jen-
nings maintaitis that soldiers were
lilt' o.a and should b.. removed.
:lie aiso intenates in his talks that
the emeriean Tobacco company is
furnish rig money to iii"(1,41441114-• the
night riders. lie sleety the Amer!.
"an T.:Meryl company paid his ex-
,
pena.s lIt Lotikvi :« to make him an
oft. r opt $1.atnt If he would antagonize
the aastwiat ion. ,
Toiler.° men here and those famil-
iar with the situation Mont the claims
that the American is intereated in the
!prosecute's) and asy that. company is
the Melliffriendly buyer toward the
iitterteletS02....S.0 the "Elack Patch" and
practical:: have the refusil ef certain
tared., of tobacco controlied by the,
l atotialation before other buyers have
a thence to buy It.
Store tionfenskra.
As item: Judge Wells was a busy
man all day ands was kept busy from
TUE PADUCAH EVENT \ SUN
trona padwiesh on the Beat°, ,,:aa, -...........s.s.,,....„.„,..„,„,„1
h eh will b &flail
4 a
. "•b 
te IN SOCIAL CIRCLES w Mr. and Mrs. 4171(444w1.ftard 'tell: visit NEWS OF COURTS
lees-mai tifteratoun for Mn,., Bewley
A s 1 Yanney, 503 North Fifth
stieet, will eutertain Informally a
knitted uumbar of her married friends
on Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock in
honor of Mrs Halite C. Bewley, of
Fort Worth. Texas. who is the guest
of Mrs. Frank L. Scott.
Beautiful Luneheon for Mies Scott
and %ledgers.
Mrs. Oscar I.. Greg:cry, of Rustic
Hall, Gregory Piece, entertained with
Is charmingly planned luncheon today
at 1 o'clusk in honor of Miss Marjorie
Sticdt and her visitor., Mss Eltha-
beth Gregory, of lAtuisville, Mims
Elie* Obear, of St. LULliti. Miss
I.ucy Bruin, of Webb City. Mo. Cov-
ers were laid for ten and the table
was beautifully appointed. The collitr
motif was lavender and pink. The
enter-piece was an artistic arrange-
t alent of the pink, lavender and whit'
sweet peas. The luncheon was a
arvsql course affair,
Tera1141%- m-Th inTei etibil YoVtira wee-kii-
befor leaving for their home In We-
I woke. The bride's traveling costume
ig al stylish tau coat suit with hat to
match.
[ Bo 
'
Double x Party Tide Evening.
Some of the young men of „tir
Scott-Bewley bridal party will cuter-
tam n with a double box party tonight
to see Lillian Russell in "Wildfire,"
'given in honor of Miss Marjorie Scottand Mn, Edwin Elmore Bewley and
their bridesmaids. Occupying the
boxes will be: Mr. Bewley add Miss
Scott:. Mr. Vaughan Scott and Miss
Gregory. of Louisville; Mr. Morton
Hand and Miss Bruen, of Missouri:
Mr. Edwin J. Paxton and Miss Elise
,Obear, of St. Louis; Mr. George Du-
Bois and Miss France's Wallace; Mr.
David Koger and Miss Blanche Hills.
I 
.
Mr. John H. Trent, of St. 1.0iik.
was in the city yesterday vi-iting
relatives and friends, while en mote
to St. Louis from a trip through the
south.
Mr. Sam H. Crossland, of Mayfield,
went to Murray this morning.
to Mr Andrew Moll, of Evaheyilie.
The kurriagr of Mdss Katie SchmittI Captain 1Villiam L. Reed arrived
Ind., took place 
this morning from Cairo.
this morning at Si Mr. %V. V. Gilbert went to Murray
etock at the St. Francis de Seise this 113101iling to attend court.
Catholic church. The ceremony was Dr. le B. Breeden. who has kept
performed by the Rev. Father H. VS. a drug store at Ninth and Trimble
Janssen. The bride wore a pretty arra- streets for many yt-ars, purchased the
tunic of green voile, hat to harmonize, drug store at Third and Jackson
The couple will leave ehis afternoon streets this morning from DuBois.
for Evansville to maks their home soh it company,
tuluichit,r 
to 
tt, isett_Dr.iiBaorreeten w ; II
Nicholas Schmitt, the Reaves of 11141 Mrs. Daniel Morgan, of Hillsboro,
:tooth Third strtet, and le-a popular 0., who has been the guest of her
ioting_ woman. The brialegroom is a Fifties Mrs. Daeisi.C. Wright. for sc•v-
askew-an in a hailing groct my firm fit eral dayeereturtied home today.
Evansville. Mrs. Robert A. Hicks and son.
„sirs monocle tint ii night slinking:
hyoids vent the good citizens who
eente in to offer %olds of encourage-
ment. He wise also eimasteel at time,
with men supposed to ,know about
night riders sad though he le not
giving out any more information as
to eonfessinns he to'd the reporter
for The Sun wth a knowing wink, as
Ite emerged from his "den" after a
minut..s• taik with a man, that
the confessions are still coming In
and ;evidence is piling up every day.
Gaol men .whi, have opposed the
methods used by the county judge to
run drove raiderc, came tn today to
tell hint they are now with him: that
they would have been all the time but
they were mis.ed...er they Jnisnnder-
soled the situation.
Cooed Was tinnily.
Alrh".12..h the crowd In boon Was
one of the largest for months the beat
of r was maintained by the civil
Authorities and not even "court di)"
fights were pulk.d off.
scldiers who were her ap-
patently off duty bet mixed around
In the crowds In pairs, and wherever
a night riler sympathizer sought to
express his feelings te congregation!
of people the boys In khaki appeared
to lw interested and gathered as If to
hear the talk. Thejle. presence had
the effect not onli to keep down in.
eendiary hes but.. .to natter the
..rowds as a man in uniform doesn't
t.ok' good to a night Viler or his
friends.
Thr Mantle 'Whip.
An interesting exhibit in Judge-.
WeUs' office which ...entertained the
crowds while the Judge was engaged
wass-4-he branch with which Frank
Nerd's was a-hipped. When one sees
:he thing he can only sifter expres-
sions of idly for the man on whom
It was used. It Is a branch from a
:luster oats" tree and thoroughly'
seasoned, arid as one man remarked,
"the man-who cut it was not partlen-
lar about , trimming the knots off,"
as Ritaift Mirk out , half an Inch or
more. The three extending prongs
were almost worn out, so industri
misly was the weapon wee!. Mr.
Mardis believes it was reverned on
thr last and when the last three
blows were delivered the heavy' end
struck him. He sad ht. thought his
(leg was teoken they were so heavy.
Al Perry, who was whipped. and
Wiley Stewart awl Macon Champion
tonfessed night riders, who are now
full-fledged soldiers, appear to like
the "service. Stewart was , almost
frantic with fear far a week alter.he
confessed, thinking some of his for-
mer companions In crime would seek
to do him harm, has recweered and
now silks for no guard. but goes about
the crew& as do. the other soldiers.
' • Contractors Take. Notice!
The estmetery committee of the
general council will open bids amid lot
contract for bu'Iding the waiting
room at Oak Grove cemetery Wednes-
day, April 29, at 1:30 o'clock at the
clerk's office, city hall, committee re-
serving right to reject any and all
MM.. plans and specifications no c-_-_.
ihIbitIon In clerk's office.
t BrOillit 'Of CotOltittlial.
Davld, returned yesterday to thelr_
Lengifellow SliwPIDI Ellienaila
The german was danced, under the
14aderehip of Dr. and Mrs. Victor
Voris. Those present wt-re Dr. and
Mr..,%lielor Voris. Mn. and,Mrs. dimes
(' Utterback, Mr. and. Mrs. Edward
Iteingeuret. Dr. and Mrs. 11. G.
Reynolds. Mfsses Lucy Bruen, of
bb City: Mo., Elise Obear. Eliza-
beth Gregory, Edith Schofield. of Chi-
cago; Mary Swagger!. of Unisn City.
Teun.; Rope English. Of Louisville;
Marjorie S rote Katherine Powell,
Garnette Itutkner, Frances Wallace
Helen 11411s, Blanitic Hills, 1.111,e May
Wir6tead Faith La-ngstaff, Belle
Cave, May Owen. Henry Allcott, Car-
Ire Sowell, Elizabeth Sebree. Jane
Sievers-op; Messrs. Edwin E. Bewlee,
Fort Worth; Morton Hand. JaY
Harlan. Joe Exalt, Or, I. B. Howell.
Joe Wenger, Wallace Well, Henry
Dewty. George triallols, Stuart Sin-
nott. Vaughan Scott, Douglas
Cheese Rieke, Welter Iverson, David
Koger, Frank Davis, John Brooks,
Dow Wilcox. Robert Guthrie, Edwin
.1-'exton.. Pat MeElrath, Roscoe Reed.
Clay Kidd. Richard Donovan.
• Jones-Sullivan.
Mr Leonard Jones and Miss Mollie
Sullivan were married Saturday
morning at S Weisel at Princeton by
County Judge Blaloek. The marriage
was a earwig. to the many friends of
thv metier young couple. Miss SW7
Bean Is a popular anti acractiv.‘
erung woman and has quite u host of
friendly here. She is also in the lead
tor the yaylor-Trotwood Magazlne con-
test. Mr. Jones is a fine and ever-
!getic young man who has been for
Isom- timean the employ of Mr. Win.
33httatcn• The Poltular couple
Its-re returned to Paducah and are at
the Belvedere hotel, where they Will
stop for a few days before leaving for
'Memphis to reside.
Coffee Social at B. L. F. & E. Hall.
The Ladies' Auxiliary to the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and Etiginemen will entertain with a
:Coffee Social on Aureday afternoon
from 3 to 5 o'clock at the Roger.
hall, Broadway and Twelfth streets.
There will be a musical program and
other ittractive featurei In addition
to refreshments. The public is cor-
dially invited to attend.
Greif-Howard.
t The marriage of Miss Julia Alberta
Greif and Mr. Grover Lee Howard, of
Wewoka Okla., took Pinee this after-
noon at 3:30 o'clock at the parsonage
of the St. Franels de Sales Catholic
lehurch. The Rev. Father H. W. Jan-
t een perfottned the ceremony. The
bride was becomingly gowned In a
white chiffon over white silk with ft
bridal veil and orange blossoms. She
carried Bride roses Miss Pearl Greif.
her sister, was the mala of honor and
Mr. Charles Greif, a brother, was the
best man.
A reception from 4:10 until 10:30
o'clock will follow the ceremony at
the home of the bride's pkrents. Mr.
and Mrs., Adrian Greif our mile,
In Circuit Court.
- Today wee spent in circuit court
ii docketing Ille eases for next week.
Special Judge liendriek was busy this
morning, and everything will be reedy
for the trials next week.
Ida and Walter Lewis were divorced
this anornrug,
threa cases of W. V. Gilbert
agaiu:t 14 B. Griffith were set for the
iiitiet4ttet1112 day.
The case of Rekkopf against 113, L.
Sanders was dismissed as settled.
lit the ease of Sam B. Caldwell. Jr.,
and others against D. G. Park, judg-
ment was•rendered for $275.1se.
Sadie Owen against A. C. Shelton.
.. al, plaintiff made a motion to
St judgment and a general demurrer'
was entered by defendant.
Dr.' L. E. Young against Elmer
Eggleston was disnriased without
pietedice.
In the case against C. V. Scott
against J. D. Yancey on .a eote, judg-
ment for $68.53 was given.
Marriage Ikell23111,
John Andrea./ Moll and Catherine
Schmidt.
G. L. Howard and J Grief.
faeeds.
John Kepke deeds to V. A. Carroll
for $16''S property in the,Koerner ad-
dition.
County Court.
fw to in 3 eititift-Th18-111Orfltrtg-Ttid
lain foot decided that Mrs. Joseph
Lane was liable for the taxation of 14
routes that were not listed at all in
I905-S-7-8. Revenue Agent R. L.
Anderson files1 suit for $1:00.0 taxes
for each year, and the judge decided
the property is liable for taxation,
which will make $4 silo in staxes for
the past four years.
EI'S' ARMY
Will Gather in New York May 1-
Ten Thousand Strong.
Chicago, April 28.-A second Cox-
ey's Army of "Weary Willies" is
about to march upon the east. A
call has gone but ,from Chicago for
a mass convention of unemployed
hobos, tramps and vagrants, to be
held, in -New_ York. City,. beginning_
May 1. The convention has been-
called by James Gads How, president
of the St. Louis Welfare association.
John Ellis and Cora D. Harvey, Dr.
*Ben Reitman; Chicago's King of the
Hobos. will attend the gathering of
the clans and help to bring about a
perfect organization of the always un-
employed. This pilgrtimage to the
eastern melropolis is the most import-
ant in the history of trampdom. It
the intention of. the leaders of the
convention, so it has been hinted by
Chicago etlegates, to arrange new
routes for the. perpetual peregrinators:
Plans--will be worked out which will
systematize and simplify the life of
the professional itinerant. A new
code of signs and signals will be dre
yised and an entire new constitutional
adopted. It is said that a complete
diagram of each town will be drafted
showing the name and location of
the people who are "workable," those
who have dogs, the houses where a
loaded shotgun is kept in the corner
of the kitchen and homes where the
woman of the house has a predeaction
for emptying bottles of hot water on
the unsuspecting hobo who wants to
work for a meal-r-bUt wishes to eat
before working. Thirty-Ewe del,
gates will go from Chicago to the
convention. It is expected that 10.000
tramps wilt find their way to New
York. where they plgn to camp out
In Central Park.
MA(i0)N TO SUCCEED TAFT.
Havana. April :F.-Thomas P.-
Egan. of Cincinnati, in an interview
printed today. quoted as stating
positively that Secretary Taft would
resign mmedattely If nominated at
the Chicago convention and that Gov.
Magcon, of Cuba, wepld succeed Taft,
Gov. Magoon denied any knowtedge
of set% a plan, In event of Goy< Ma-
goof? leaving Cuba, rumor has it that
Gen, Leonard Wood would succeed
him.
TO MARRY IN FL(MtENVIC.
Naples, April 28.-That Mme. Anna
Gould and Prince Ilene de Sagan will
be tnafried In Florence very soon' in
aesidiously reported here. If aheY
titend to be marriad lyy civil process
they must give a fortnight's notice
to the proper authorities. They will
remain here for I week, it Is expected
before going to Florence.
Mme. Gould, her three sons, their
tutor and her servants who arrived
from New Yorn'yeeteeday, have the
best apartments on the second floor
of the hotel. Prinoe de Sagan has
an aportment on the third floor of the
hotel. Neither lime. Gould nor the
prince left the hotel yesterday. Ile
dined with her in her apartment.
Mme. Gould has deposited $100,100
in the Bank of Naples.. She brotrght
here ill her jewels, three automobiles
end a mountain of luggage.
Pans, III., April 28.-Jerry Mil-
heun, tot Owaneco, Ill., dropped dead
of heart disease today while atfhnd-
nig the funeral of bit slater, Mrs. L.ida
Stevens.. Mrs. Stevens dropped dead
from heart disease Saturday, •
r P.101t FIVE
AO`
Great Wheel of Fortune
10c Counter
For 10c in cash more values
are put up on this bargain
counter than any other
place in the city; large and
valuable articles for the
home and garden are shown
here daily. New articles of
great value are placed on
this counter daily.
IT IS THE SHOPPERS' DELIGHT
(iE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Subscribers inserting want ads in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for whore
the ad is inserted, the rule applying
to every ose leitisout exception.
WANTED-Cohector. Apply Credit
Tailors, 11834 South Third street.
FOR RENT-Two furnished rooms,
419 South Fourth.
WANTED-Nurse girl for 2-year-,
Old child. Apply 514 North Sixth.
FOR SALE-Itlich cow, with or
wRitone-ealt- A-pply to Jeke Bieder-
man, 'Seventh street.
/1-"k-ANK HEGARTY, plastering
• _ 
contractor. Prompt attention to job-
bing. Phones 1833.FOR heating and atovewood rine
-T,T6-Ets WANTED7-. At 1925437, Ir. Levin,
Madison. Both phones 452.--NVANTED Buggy or runabout. 
ON PASTURES on the first day ofApply4,.Polloeks. 333 Broadway.
W L PAPER-On walls. Room
-  May I want more stock. Apply John
11W. oof.
complete, $3.50. 1856-Leroy.
- FuRNrsHED Rooms for 
light
--STRAYED - One dark brown
l (nearly black) muley cow. L. E.housekeeping. 313 Madison.
 ,Durrett. Old phone 652.
PIGEONS WANTED--At 192a' 
I IRVIN POLK has tine pasture,
Madison. Both phones 452.
*----FOR RENT-Fie-room cottage, 
'plenty spring water, near city. Phone
911 ring-S. •
1032 Monroe. Apply to F. M. Fisher. __t r-OR RENT-- Three unfolshed
WANTED-To lend $600.00 on rooms near Broadway. Apr. 333
good security. Address W. Sun office. North Third street. , ,._
-OVEASTREET, the painter. 041 FOR RENT-Two nicely furnished
phone 2559. a .  rooms with bath. Apply 303 Madi-
son. ' •FOR RENT - Nicely furnished
front room; 831 'Jefferson.
COOK WANTED-Colored prefer-
ed. Apply 918 Broadway.
FOR RENT-Three room house.
1030 Monroe street.
-WANTED-An experienced Insur-
ance solicitor. Address T. care Sun.-
FOR ReNT-Roome over Lendler
& Lydon. Possession given at once.
Lendler & Lydon, 309 Broadway.
FOR SALE-Lot 50'175, In west
ern part of the city. It In the market
address B. R. W., care Sun.,
LOST-Five fiat keys oh ring. Re-
turn to this office and receive re-
ward.
FOR up-to-date painting 'and paper
hanging. AleCialn & Rogers. Both
phones 961.
MOVING WAGON. cutting grass.
hauling rick dirt. Thomas Bailey.
Old phone 660.
2. R. MORGAN nome atioetag,
general repairing, rubber tires, 4‘11,
South Third.
FOR .RENT-One nicely furnished
room for two, with board. Bath. etc.
Also family sewing solicited. 626
Kentucky avenue. _
GET OUT that old suit of last year
and have it eleaned and premed by
James Duffy,'South Ninth near Broad-
way. and it will look like new.
DR -KIRG-BROOKS, dentist, has
returned to the city and 'located his
Office In Mom 7, Truehart
next to the Catholic church, on Broad-
way.
-FOR SALE--One 14 horse-powe:
reponse engtne. Franklin mete, Suit-
aide for gasoline boat. Newly over-
hauled. *W111 sell at a bargain. Ad-
dress V. I. Knowles. care Sun.
-FOR-SALK--At a bargitn. seven-
room cafe roof new brick house.
Lot 551165. on Sixteenth street be-
tween Monroe and Madison. Ring
old phone 1562.
-T.--ti.ESMAN WANTED-Sell retail
trade, your locality: $65 per month
and expenses to start. or commitalon.
Experience unnecessary. Hermingsen
Cigar Co., Toledo, 0.
'LOT-Lady's open face gold
watch with fob. Saturday afternoon
between /119 Broadway and Rudy's.
14 3 on eten Al ercy OE-, 
ORM. Consailering hat *deemed age, $20'd, balance $5.00 per month. Mc.
fi5 years. he rallied rapidly and his Craellen Real Estate and Mortgee• The French government will build
physician stated that cummIns Would Co.. 311I South Sixth. Old phone 765, a college for women at St. Germain -
recover his normal health. titio.W phone 62.
FOR RENT-Elegant cottage, ail
modern conveniences. Apply 53,1
North Sixth street. ,
LOST-A gold pin and tie SunJay
afternoon at park or on Broadway
car. Reward for return to this of-
Ice.
LOST-Small purse at Wallace
park. Contained $3.65 and a tooth.
Finder please return to title Olmsted
receive relvard.
WANTED--Coupie to be married
Tuesday night, May 5, in the big tent
at Gala Week Festival. ForspartIcit-
ars address drawer "P," Paducah, Ky.
PIGEONS WANTb7D-At 1924
Madison. Both phones 441.
WANTED--PersOns suffering with
kidney. trouble or malaria to write
proprietor of Whittle Epsom-Lithla
ISprings, E. Tenn. You can be cured"Don't Hesitate."
FOR RENT or for sale on rental
bishk-nice cottage:'-nouth, nice loca-
tion, near fictortes and street car.
Hogan's grocery, 122 Kentucky are.
Old phone 787.
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES - Am
tedlIng' Wyandotte place, two miles
from Paducah on Bland;Ille road ;n
tracts of live, ten or twenty acres.
For bargain prices see my easy terms.
Chance of a life time for cheap and
desirable home. Apply to J. P. Holt.
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between saws
of 18 and 35; citizens of the United
States, of good characte- and temper.
ate habits, who can speak, read sad
write MnaMeh. Men wanted for
service In Cuba and the Philippines.
For information apply to Recruiting
Officer, New Richmond Hones, Pa-
ducah. KY.
TWO MEN WERE SHOT.
Des Moines, Ia., April EC-Thomas Finder 'pieta* return to 819 Broad -
Cum 
foil c
m141- rather of Governor Cuni. way and receive reward.
rsut an operation BARGAIN. /say payments. Flin
ramp!
t
1 ti h t M h room house near Union depot.Cash.
ase s
In Lew Office in Clhiffsgo--411iscono.
of Business t'outroversy.
Chicago. April 28.-Charles Ponde
lick, a member of the firm of chem-
ists, was shot through the abdomen
anti probably fatally wounded last
night by- John Dowling. an inventor,
In the law office of James M. Tilton.
Tilton was shot In the leg while strug-
gling with Dowling to prevent his
escape. Dowling Was turned over to
the police. The affair was the out-
tromp of a business controversy be-
tween Pondellek and Dowling.
• r
DELINQUENT TAX BILLS
FOR CITY OF PADUCAH, 1987
I II
Abbott. Della. Sowell add. • .11 .11 (=on. Mrs. Eva. a
Agnew. Lucy. 904 Ky, Ave 20.31 Elizabeth its. 
12.20
Alexander, J. C. 9th. Clark &
Adau.s 
Allison, J. 111. 4th St.  1
Atheini7 Augusta. Wiz. St.  
Algood, R. G. or R. Y.. Adams
Alsman. J. N.. O'Brien's add.
Anderson. Cras..Chamblin add
Anderson. P. W.,O'Brien add
Anderson. Miss Kate, 4th.
Hush and George 
Artointreng, 3. T., 12111 Her-
ranna 
a•mott, T. 0., 6th, Husband &
Jeorge 
Baker. W. M.. Hinklevile R 
Boyd. Mrs. Ella.. 11th. Jones
and Norton 
Bath, Elie Wagner, 6th & 7th
Baker. D. 0., Woodward &
Yeiser Ave. 
Baird. Miss C. A.. 14th St 
Barnett, W. W., B'way, 16th
and 17th $ts.
Baker, S. L., Farley Place 
Burnett. C. S., 3rd, Monroe
and Madison 
Bogard, W. A.. Wash. 11 & 12
Doberman. Lulu, Bridge St 
Bohannan. J. D.. Bridge St 
Berme'', L. E., "Moore Track"
Bowline. al 4, Faxon add...
Brake, R. F., 12th $1, 
flown. Geo. H.. Jeff. St 
Brown Bros., Salem ave 
P.rignian. M. J., Elwood ave.
Bryant, Sam, 7tin & Husb St.
Brooks, J. B., Lincoln are.
Btyant, Walker, Jackeon .
Brown, J. AV.. 10th & Jones.
Bryant, Mrs. Belle, Elie se.
Itranton, E. M.. Worten add.
Browder. Allen and Kate,
Fountain ave. 
n , TIME- llnird-&--
Flournoy 
Ihyant, Mrs. Jesse. Sth, Hug.
and Bock mon ...-... .... 2
Brown. B. B.. 12th St. 
Brandon, Geo. Beckman St 
Brack. C. L., 12th and
Flournoy   1
Burton. Rosa, Goebel ave  1
Burkholder, H. F.Worten add
litok..S. 1V., O'Brien's add 
Burnett, Henry, Sway. 22nd
& 23rd Sts.  1
Pudde, Frank, 12th, Caldwell
and Norton 
Inchon. Chats. IC. 4th and Mad. 3
Bloodworth, If. A. Mill St 
Blanton, L. P., O'Brien's add.
Black, C. M.. Thurman add 
Beatty, R. S. Jeff. St"  1
7.59
4.72
9.16
3.12
7.61
8.1$
2.03
2:03
15.75
3.53
3.56 Hanes, I. So. 12th St. 
2-4•90 Hares, R. M., 7th and Bur-
G.49 nett Sts
3.5:. Hart. 3. B. and wife. Adkate
6.38 are 
5 56 Harrell C B'way 24th &
Graham. Chas. E.. B'way,
22nd & 23rd Sts ......
Graham, Mrs. T. A., Harrison
leth & 111h Sts. . 
()refugee F. K., Clay and
3.12 Trimble Ste. 
8,62 Gresty, G. E.. Harrlhan add 
3.12 Grief. Minnie, Frank and
Rutty, 12th, Jeff. & Won 
.5.4 Grief, Nick estate. 'DBL 
Grief, A. W.. Ky. ave. 2nd
& 3rd Sta. 
Greene J. B., Goebel ave 
19.81 Gregory C. Trimble St.  
6.75 Cheer, Mettle, Foun. Park ad
Griflin, Ed.. 1345 So 9th 
14.25 arouse, R. A.. 5th. Hugbands
3.26 & George We.
B. J., ISCh & Mad 
9.64 Henson. Mrs. S. F., 11th &
1.02 Tennessee 
Hendrick, John K.. Sway,
27.64 7th & 9th 
14)-11-. Heatig, Dr. II. T., 8th &
Jackson Sts. 
Hall. A., 12th, Clark &
VA'ashington St.. • •
Ham. M. E., N. 6th. Monroe
& Madison Sts 
Hancock, W. B.. Fountan
Park add 
. •
9.61 25th Sts. 
5.56 Harper. 3. 4.. Wheels 414...
4.06 Harley. Mrs. Thes. Harrison,
9.13 101.11 & llth Ste 
•
Hare% Its, 
James. Clements  
Matlock. Lizzie. Goebel ave 
Medley, Mary IC, Sowell add 
Matheny, W. It. and wife 
Asherook ave. 
"•' 103 So. 3rd 
11.14..:en, W. M., eth, Adams
Miner. F. (L. Wheeler add 
-Miller, H. -T.. Mem*, 24th
& 25th 8te. 
Miller. J. D., Mityaeld Road 
liecnel, U. A., M. 12t11-eit 
41.41 Moore, Geo. 0., Trimble. 11.04
& llth Sts. .....
40.7'J Moore, G. W. trd, Tennesiee
20.31 Mo&
Jones 
rgan,Boland, Ktlgore 
12.90 Morgan. J. 2.. Ohio, 4th & 5th
Morris, C. B., Norton, 3d and
12.20 4th gm. 
4." Morris, W. M., 902 Bronson
Aveaue 
72.2  Mullfis, Joe Wheeler Add..
14.7, Muse. Geo.. for heirs. Tenn.
9.64 McCallum, J. A., Elizabeth'..
5.0 met'artha, R. E  12th, Ohio
4.37 and Tennessee 
McFadden, W. T., Fountain
4.24 
A
10.6a McClure. R. r., Jarrett and
Bridge
4.06 McClure, W. T.. Jarrett W 
McClure, Hannah, 714 Jones
81.17 McClure, Houston, 9th and
Burnett 
47.78 McGee, Mrs., West End 
MoGehee.*Win. and .I.. Geld-
141.0J well St. 
McIntire, R. H., worteres mat
31.51 McMillan. Miss Fannie, 7th
Adams Ste. 
5-56 McNeal. 1011a. O'Brien's Add 
9-61 lieMahon .Robt., Harahan Ad
Seeley, Ed. Hays Ave 
11.•63 Nnwkirk, Fountain Ave
Newman, K. T., leaf and
11.6; Madison Sta. 
Newman, Walden's Add 
22.4rNue0i5, A. J., Monroe, 9th
6-38 and hith 
011iver. G. W.. Rushing St 
3.05 011iver, W. M.. Faxon Add 
Wan Sts.
• Wade, A., Sowell Add 
Wzgner. Lydia. 
tWellace, Owen, 1116 Jackson
'Wallace. B. C. 3d and Jarrett 3.53
Wallace, Wheeler Add. 5.56
Walter. Mrs. Emma, Sowell
3.r5Addition 
4.06 Werner & Williams. S. 4th  1.0ft
12.241 Walker, James 620 Broad  11.67
litalblots, J. T., heirs. 627 -0-4i
Warren. Thos., 1 acre ,near
Terabte St. 
Terrell.* 2.03
13.11 Warren. C. D.. for children,
Watkins, Mrs. M. AI, 1520 r "15
11.67 B'stery.. 124. and.  24th 
12.20 
Waa31t.ts85:1hh.eirgnst,.: ilt.13lci:ka.(1y., and Ky.
4th 1511 19.17
6.11
Let Weeks, J. P. and W. B., Mon- 
24.426.sa Avenue ....
tee. :1st and 2241 
26.43 Webb, Wm. V.. Barnette' Ave
13.70 Wells, B., Salem Ave 
Well, Mrs. 11,olile, 1107 Mon-
 11.21roe St 
Werner, Wallace, Broadway,
-24th and 25th  7.61
31.1111'  Ugh gts.  ii 7 ,
4.01 Titutu, iyaid. Thurman Add
1•2 40 Tityker, VCIII:g. 421 OW.... 13.20
5 08 To ler, P. V., back Kligure's 2.00
i.;i....:, Terrell, J. W. Jefferson, 4th
' • ' '' Thomas. J. B., West Kad..'.. 3.12
Thomas, S. B.. heirs, Harris. 
123.60..' ,...'," and 5th 
' 9.64
8.12 ThlomtosoR,ditirs7.1-Ith ei-- iii.-1-611-----
17.17 3efferson 
St. • 9.0
16.14 Tbompson. Sallie. Jackson  3.05
Thompson, Mrs. Julia, Ky. Av 86.46
13.41 Thompson, Wilson & Co., .
220.2),. i Trimble St. 
19,81 Tlitsker. Harrtsoa, leth sad •
3.3 11th Ste.  10.1%
mos Vaaderroute, Chas.. Jackson 25.92
op 'Vines, J. If., Guthrie A-ve  14.72
22.36 .Van Culin, John, Bloomfield
; Avenue .... . i  13.25
35.08 Telt, C'arence, 9th, and 
Bock
9.61 Vtillt. Miss May. 1217 8. 10th 
108.414
- 6.16
8.14
5.14
4.55
11.70
13.70
8.14
3.30
Ha3rr_dleespt. Latondrive&r. Mining Co.
61-114 PadiliaLik...14.-7.t.11.4LNAtritall 2-
(1abourne. Jessie, Trimble St.
fa RC. 1.
6.11 Hays, 11. L., near John Arts.
Haybeek, Tempy. MO. add.
0.31 Pays. Fred. for wife -
5.55 Higgins, Mrs. Mary, Sowell
4.55 addition 
Hines, Bud, Tenn. St. 
3.70 Heber, F. C., 6th. Boyd &
6.2S Burnett  19.S1
5.511 llober, W. F., 12th & Har-
1.63 risen  69 S6
Idollbroeit, Mrs. M. J., Har-
2.20 rnion, 11th & 12th  4.06
Holt, W. A.. Clay. 14th &
4.38 15th Sts.  8.51
3.56 Hirotetter, Mary -A., 425 Wood-
9.64 ward  4.06
4.76 Howell. Ella. 21st & Wway 14.25
2.93 Hubbell, Mr.. C., Chambliti
8.31 add. 
Bolton. Lula. 9th and Jones. 22.39 Hubbard. Ed r.. 6th & Me-
BErrY. E. W.. 8th' and Camp. 49.31 Kinney 
Berger. G. W., Tenn. St.:... 7.20 Hudson, 3. W., Monroe. 11th
Calissi. Richard, l'Oth & Leake & 121h 
Avenue. 6.53 Hughes. Gee. V., 1350 So. 04h
Cart wright, John. Glenwood . . 4.551Humph nee.. J. H., 12,92 So.
Carroll. Sante, 7th Harris & 9th SI, 
Hoyt  11.69 Husbands, Wm. M.. 2% acres
(lartha,_ Clara, 8th St.  3.47 near coal tipple 
Carr, Albert, 9th & Cald.... C 3S Husbands. Mrs. S. E.. ells 
Carman, Ernest, Clemenns SL 9.64 ilutchereon, S. . L., Gutbrie
Cecil., Thos, N. 4th St..... 22.SC avestue 
City Lott & Inv. Co. liusb. & Hyman. L. 14474.way
Boeckman  4.06 Hays, H. L., 832 Jeff.. St...
Clark, P. C., N. 12th St  25:92 Hays, T. B., 14th. Fountain
Clark, Mrs. -Nancy. Eittlatt St 5.05 avenue 
Clark. Add., Bridge 'St.  3 83 Dwain, M. H.. 611i & Trim 
Clark, W. A., Thurman add.. 5.17
Carker. I. T. Clements St... 11.78
Connelly. Jas, Aehbrook are. S.5'1 P. J., Eulah St. 
Coleman. C. A.. So. 11th St.. 6.111 James, Albert F. 1223 Salem
Cenley, Mrs. M. L So 3rd. 12.20 avenue 
Coleman. J S., F.oun. Park. ft.14 Janes. C, a.. Burnett: 11th &
OopelandAnnie, 1008 Ky.ave. -40.70 tlith iftk• 
Conant•S. B.. El.x. & Broad. 6.11 Jesse, 3. T., Adams St. 
Cohen. I. C., Monroe St. ... 14.73 Jones, E. T., Bridge St.
Cooper, J. B.. Bridge St. • .. 11.4u Jones. Jess F., O'Brien add 
Cresson Claud. O'Brien's add. 3,S3 Jones. S. W., 101/ & Burnett
Cunningham, Joe, So. 4th... 11.67
Dalton, Lucy, Benton Road... 8.11
Barbell. S. S.. 7th Husbands
and Bockrnan ...... 5.56
Davidson. J. R. &nCo., George
and Backman Sta.  .2.03
Davis, Mrs., Ashbrook ave  2.03
Davis, Mrs. R T., 9th, Husb 
and Docicrnan  10.17
Davis, Mrs. W. N., Fisberville 2.05
Davis, L. B., So. 4tht St....,. 7.21
Day. J. If.. Green St.  201.72
Dean, Mary, Mad. 12 k 11  24.31' JenPs' -
Dearer, B. D., Thurman add 3.53 Jorner. Mrs. 
Villife„ Kinney
*emote 
Kahn. Mn. Fannie. 9th &
Monroe 
Cramer, Mrs., Harrison 7th
& 9th Sts 
Kaskey, Geo, Trirable. St 
Faskey, Mary 13th & trior-
noy Ste. 
Kennedy, H. T., Husbands &
Jame add. 
Keebler, Mrs. Nancy, Ash-
brook avenue 
Keller. Mrs. Emanuel, Row-
landtown 
Keithley, John, 820 So. 7th 
Kelley, A. P.. Hays add 
Kelly, B., Monroe, 11th &
12th Stn. 
King, W. T. & D. A., Clay 
9th & 10th. 
26.93 Kileoyne Mrs Fannie, 9th &
5.05 Trimble Sts. 
3.S1 Kirkpatrick, D. W., Bloom'
2.911 field are. 
26.93 Kore, Geneva, Hinkleville R.
Kyle. Melissa, Kinkhead...
8.14 Kahn, Oscar, for heirs, Se'.
4th, St. 
16:28 Landis, L. 1) Caldwell 
nen ;And's'. W. T.. Worten add 
'Landrum. Mary, Jones St 
11.06 Laski, 0. L,. Bernheim ate.
12.20 Latham M. L., 8th, Adams
16.28 & Jackson' 
4.24 LaRue. H. A., Little's .add 
Lsroe, A. A., Ste 6th Pt....
81.91 1.ebberry, J. B., O'Brien's add
Lee. T., West End 
61.65 Leigen, S. G., N. 14th St 
Leech & \Washington, Ky are 
.92 13elt & 14th SW 
Ligon. P. G.. 14th f19
.99 lenhard, Wm., Woodnard. .
9.64 layering, Theo. 6th, Norton
& Husbands Sts, 
40.56 Lewis, T. IC , 11'wais 
13.43 Lightfoot, R. T., 1733 Jeff 
Lndsey, M. IL North View
6.08 add. 
Bran, Frank, lInth Pt. 
25.43 Linn. M.. Clements St.' 
6.06 Ligon. Jessie, O'Brien's add 
21:04 Lober, W. F., 12th and Hat-
.50 rig Rts. 
22.35 lailtrell, A, C., Form. Park ,
4.34 Lytton, Hark, 531 Se. .
1102 K. B.. Ky. ave, 29d
6.56 & 3rd Ms. ....
6.08 Lynn, M., Clemeatatla
6.69 Martin, W. M., lith, a
•
9." Partee. Matta, Jefferson, Ninth
14.52  and Tekth 
Pearson, R. E., N. 13th St 
. Perry. Star, Termessee St _...  
n•';.': Perryman. C. E.. 9th.
"*"' Clark end Adams 
Pieter, Justis, 63:, Elie St 
Phillips. Jennie L. Harahan
Boulevard . 
Phillips Ella Campbell St 
Phillips. Mrs. M. J., Jeffersen.
8th and 9th 
Phillips, Mrs. Willie, Mam-
bun Add. 
Pierce, Ed. Canapbell. Mead
9th 
Pittman, 1110 Jackson 
3.6,1 Polk. Bettie, 1111t. Flournoy
and Terrell 
19.S1 Pop*, S. W.  Powell 
Porter. D S.. Little's Add 
ea.ts Potter. S. J., 24th and Ken-
tucky Ave_ 
Price, Ben. 44.h. IfesSitids and
3.5n, Caldwell 
Price, Nettie L., S. 4th St...
5 54 Praeger W. E.-, Tenneesee St..
rev, Pryor. J. D.sGuthrie Ave...
Pryor, W. L., 5th. Elizabeth
10.63 and George  -
-7.61 Perry. Mrs. Lena, Jackson.
34.06 11th and 12th 
Quarles. W. H., Clements St 
3.33 Quarles.- Mrs. M.. 4th, Sefton
20.34 and George 
Isernan. John and Tony, 2nd - Reif, R.. Jones St 
& AVashington Ms.  174.09 Ragan. L. S., 1237 Trimble..
5.56 Ralph. W. H., Jackson St.!.
Ramage, Drs. Jas., 3d. Nor--
8 22 1 ton and Husbands
Dicke, W. J Broadelo,
& 23rd Sts.  14.85
Deihl, !noun Thurman add  4.65
Dill, C. L.. Powell, ave.  5.47
Dickson. J. T.. Little's add  9.64
Innen, J. B. M., 7th. B'way  135.91
Dodd, 0. If.. 16th & Harrison 16.23
Desouchet, Ed, Hayes ave...
Douai, Mrs. Robt. Bloomtield
Downs, AV. D.. Trimble Stt...
Drake. Oscar, N. 12th 
Drennan, Mary. 'Thurman add.
Duffy, Rose. 8th, Wash. &
Clark Sts. 
Deffin, J. H.. ferny 
Might& G. C.. 23rd & Sway
Dubcan, Mrs. L. B., Bronson
avenlle 
Dunnay, 3, M., gee -Adams
and Clark 
Easley, AV., _Wheeler. add. ..
Edrington, Sarah, Sowell add.
Edwards, C. C., Inttle's add.
Elder, T. S.. So. 5th St.
Elrod Story. Wway, near
oily limits 
Emmerson, T. E., Madison
llth & 1,21h 
Enders. John. Wagner aye
Farris, Joe, 9th, Harris &
Boyd 
Ferrell Heirs, EEL St. 
Farleigh. Annie. B'way 
F.sher, Otho. So. 5th St 
neornoy, D. M., for mother
7111, 8g Harriet:to Sts. 
rookie Acree Lum.,Co, 111th
and Monroe Sts. 
Foreman. E. W., Madison,
21st, & 22nd Ste 
Foreman, A. M Madison
21st & 22nd Ws. 
Freon. J. N.,' Clements St 
Futrell, Frank L., 4th,
 
&
Clark Ste
Futrell, T. E., Clay St. 
, Gallagher, W. /1., Mt. Mesh.
1 George Sta. 
asillneher & Lane, 9th &
Trimble Sta. 
Garrey, Mrs. Judith. N. 6th.
Gardner. N. C.. Jeff, St..
Galled( Heirs. Kits. IR, 
Gibson. W. W.. Goebel ave 
CLIbert. Mrs. Ida, Mayfield R.
Wass, Geo. !), Faxores add 
Clever. W. Cl.. Adk1na aye
Gbolan. James, Cwitiviell St 
(Lower, A. U., Chamblin add.
11.67
4.06
20,62
7.12
11.19
12 qa)
21.78
14.13
8.11
Jorgenson. J. K., So 3rd St..
Johnson, Chas. Innilah St., ...
Johnson. H. .1., Tulley ave...
Jehneon M. B. eat, Clark
41h & 5th Sta. 
Johnson, Mrs. E. A.. So. 4th.
Jon neon, Robt., 8th, Haab,
• Bockman 
Johnson, Sam, Harrlson St 
Johnson, N. 8., 13th, Burpett
& Flournoy 
Johnson. Silas J., Bildge St 
16.18 Tre  le  
Russell, Alex, Sniftbland Ave 14
11741 Russell, IMMO Lincoln Ave 11
Rutledge, Wm., 423 Adsms..
4.06 Sanderson. J. J., Lingetaff AV 2
13.715 San;lyeoien, R. L., BlooniSeld
11
9.14 Saanders, W. D., id: 12th St.. 18
Saunders, 4, E.; Therms.* Ad I
3.53 Sanders. V. B., 10th, Boyd
and Flournoy  16
6 GI. Sanders, H., SmItteand Ave  11
1.00/Scbmidt, Nick, 1116 S. 3d  13Sayer. John IL, Hays Ave  65.59 Scott, P. S.. 156 Clelnents 
7.61 Senn. Mrs. M. A., S. 5th St  17
Sears, Mrs. M., 15111, BlIza-
15.7h birth and Beckman 
Seacoast Mining Co.. Meyers 188
2.03 Sebasene, Jost., Kentucky
al)fint h Aszed 11th 
26.45 Sells,Ave'h
Sherrell, Robt, N. 8th St 
Shemwell & Wallace, Clem-
mos -St. 
Shelby, -T. It., Husband and
Jones 
Singleton, Gus, 6th; Monroe
& Madison 
Singleton, Miss E., 8th and
Madison- St 
Sledge, R., 4th, Norton and
George 
Smith. Edward. 8. 0th St 
Smedley, Hiram, 4th, Tennes-
see and Jones 
Smith, D. K., Clay St 
Smith, Mrs. /1. J., 'Ll10 Clay
Smith, Chas.. 14th and Jack-
son Ste 
Saab, J. S., 617 Willie St 
lisaith. Rim Lucy, 14th and
Harrison ......
7:65 Smith,1 8a til  J 
Ida M.",Lincoln Ave
100
66.21 Snyder, Mary E.. Monroe St
Stanley. Mason Id., John Arts
17.311 Stewart. Miles, Maylleld,Road
16.94 ateltirt, Dr. D. T., Manision,
13.70 14111 and 17th 
7.61 Steed, Henry, 4th & Jackson
Stevenson. Frank. Madison 
9 64 Stroud. Mrs. Ellen, 733 R. 5th
7.61 Sullivan. W. L., Woodward
18.82 Avesta* 
Sutherland,R. S. or L 
22 (9 Wheeler Add.  
13.70 Sutherland, C. W.. Koeneer
San., I. H., Monroe, 23d and
WIlliegham. West Ene 
Williams. eniest, 14th. Bur-
sett and FlOdt11013. 
1.42 Wilkins. T. J.,.412 Asabrook
Avenue 
11.67 Wilkerson, W. W., Ashbrook
8.14 Avenue 
Williams. A.. Harrison, 5th &
7.12 6th Ste  
5,05 Vilillarns, W. M  Sth and
3.76 florkman - 
Williamson. M. D.. heirs.. 614
4.21 N 5,h St. 
• 'Wilson. Mrs. Martha G., Clem-
13-79 eats St. ',  9.57
15.67..,,_ Wilson. Mrs. R., Weeper Ave.
"
G11.6. 
8.41•"' 6th and 7th Sts. 
'Wiser. eo., Jefferson, 13th
tes•oiri- 5-12 e. 7th gtand 14th 
Meeers Sta.  enns tath and een ... .. ..
Man!oil, Margarette, atatira,,,"2 W• itbers, J. P., Jarrett and
30-32 W• arden. H. C.. Jr.. Whitter Mensal, John, ieth 1:11,1 thud.
11.87 fablo Add,  Mathis. John. Bowman 
kid..
Yates. C. F.. Hays Ave.,.  • 141.05- half acre a..-ar 
Herzog c........ Yates. Mrs. 
Liana, F.iisebeth 1 111-r; 11er-bent...burg Ti Tue.,. . ono:.
1*4.72 York, J. W.. 21st an& Adams 3.73 lin:. r. Mand.i.. 
1134; N eth
12.8; Young. A. u., Fountain Park 5.54 Miner. Intin, 4,42 S. WI...
11.98 Xonng, J. M.. Fountain Park 5.55 ,Moore. ItartletT. Tr.ni16,....
• 'Morgan. G A • E:izabeth, fahColored List I and Tth 
. 1,,!•!.4 Alexanher. Dora, 9th, Hiss-
' Ray. .1.2 Wheeler Add , 4.14 Mori* ‘ . Johir. hier,, 
110,11 and
8. B. Richardson. 3d. Wash- 
'''•" • bands and George 
16-75 Ridgewse. Wm.. 121k -199499
7.611
2.32 and Tetinessee 
ington and Clark ......  18.12
Armstrong. Geo.. 161b, Wash- '
Alexaader. 'flare. 9th, Hoe'
bands and 'George 
....., 9.6 i ; ?Actin re, Sid. lirtrs, 02.1 ...4,1,
t Boy d Sns 
1 10th and 11th 
!McGill. Geo, Ilth, Forr•noy
8.81 Mews and Clark  7 61
_ .,, Riggiesberger. F.. est., 8. 3d. 399.66 Bacon, Alice. Hays Ave  7
'32 . and 
Ter,-ell 9 64
A. ii 1. Mclenieht. Win, Burnett end1,1•:,,,' Ripley-, Geo.'K.. Jr., Harahan :
e.au Add „,, Bacon. C.. Sowell Add. - - r Fieurnov 
2.41 R.vers, John, 14th & Triad:de 135..7‘OuiniarBaldearwi7. 
Jas.. Flournoy St.. 4.0( -Neal. Sam. 10th & Clevenind
W. M.. 911 Bockman 2.59 
12.21 Roberts. Se F., Foantain I tia,,,stam. am, 1209 g 8th 9:61 Oveerton &Reed. George, 6th25.41 and 7th Park Add.  3.94 BOOM. Chas.. 13119 S. 8th . 9.611Overton. iteolt. 6th and 011ie
6.10 16.2%.1 &nil Soyd  R 14Street  
Beach. Barletta, 9th, Harris 'ewer. Ne:son, 921 Wash..,5.14 Roberts, 
Mrs. Augusda, George
, 'Rogers, Jae. IL, Han-teen,
6.54 17th and Ilth .4  
Bell, T. 44 paid, balance..
28-97 Bell. JAS. 9th. Norton and
-11:61  rcla:1; 11°rti.e11..1kL.4thMotroe St. 12.4If
5.0S ca,
Ruby. John,, 17th, Clay and 
1 • dwell ... , ..
Bleeds-. Rewlandlo. wn
Boofter. N.. 806 Harrison..
2.0n
4.0g
2.'31
27.46
3.51
14.05
.3.05
1.51
6.64
4.76
15.75
2.51
8.0'0
4.06
8.00
12.17
411Parielt. R. K., Langstaff Ave.
7.61
3.
73.
10.
9.
18.73
11.67
•
10.65
1.04
30.31
Nord.3.53 Brond Alley...
11°ark. Wi"..."1"rewn Ave' 5'76 ElAritham. 
Rowlandtown
•
8.14
'7,50
1.01
2003
iiitildteringlon  511...T.Q.1111.1.61_11 4.1.uurent '
-14 Bowers, 11. E N 1204
•22 Beeves, Edgar, 9th St. ....
'Briggs. Thos. 513 8. 8th...
-"n,Brifigs, Luella. 630 Terrell..
•05 Bremen, J. B.. Clevelan4 Ave
„, Brown, Kitty. 119 S. 7th...
Browa, G. W., nth St 
-99 Brown, Lena. Venneseee and
.05 Hudbands -
Buford. W. A..' Terrell St 
-7,1 Coley, May, 1456 8. 10th 
•df Cartnoa heirs. Washington 
•29 Childers; W. If.. Burnett and
•124 Vittoria,  •
1.4 Clark, Mies, Ashbrook Ave..
•23 Conley. And!, S. 10th St
iCopelartd. Sam. S. 1004
.71 ,Crowell. Will, 14p5 Clay...
-99 ,Dance Henn. 916 N. 1011...
!Daniels, Leah. 1313 N. 13th
41-20 Daniels, Lueinda. 1120-Harrl-
9.641 ma St. 
1931 Daniels, Ital. 718 Harris..` 
Defoe, Henry, 1438 S. 10th 
14.17 Diggs. Robert. Clements--
914 DIziaelyd.smis ,mAn.idoer4on, N.N7.017.th.
Dunlap. Henry, 816 N. 7th 
22.89 Edwards, Henry. 3d, Hustrendli
bands and George 
2034 Enders, John, Flou,rnoy, 6th
• and 7t1 
14.72 Fielehee, Ketheine, Plunketrs
6.05 H111 
Gibson, Dan, 1410 S. 114.14 
12.79 Given, Clarissa, ith and Burn
5.05 nett Its. 
14.25 Gorden, James, Caldwell St.
GM. Fannie. 4th and Burnett
15.87 Graz/ James. 1341 S. 8th...
8.32 Greikry & Hester, Celdwell..
'Greer, Cato, near dormers..
16.410 
and 
0 Ha.Orrorintoand D. Roes, 8th1.
9.64 HolDs estate. Burnett St....
10.67 Hardison, Chas. D., 9th, Bur-
9.64 i nett and Flournoy 
3.06 Hatbwaf, Geo., Tennessee St
Henderson, GPO., eamebell 
7.11 Hibbs, T. D.. 708 8. 6th 
182...S522
:t 
Hobbs, Sam, Faxon's Add.4  
Howell, Henry, est., 8th and
MAGAZINE CONTEST
•
WILL BE DECIDED SATURDAY,
MAI' 2.
•
Niko. Ruby C: Is Is in the Lead-
Mien Milburn Secend.
In the I'adueah CnIntral seheolare,
ship-rantest be.ng run lo• the Taylor-
'Firewood linguine. of Nashville.
Tenn., Miss Fiala:. Canticle had tbe
tfIgh..t number vets Monday ni
noon,
M114 It1141. CASABA
Milne: MAI.' %I 11.1111' It N
809e4 '4101.1.111 sUl.1,1\'‘N
Mies .Airna Adams 
Mins Multi Arturrong  I 4:
Miss. Marie Br-oets  15.231
nlias -Mena. l'rilica  13 125
Next tenni will be Tliarsd...t , at
noon.
  Ini.11344
17,1315
I 7.411e2
111.211
Ithhin1116).1 A SNOW OWL •
FROM CtNADIAN RoCKIFS.
Mrs. Ilk niy llornee Ciengh. of 11A-
t' ho now %1,`.11,1.; her
mother, Mn. S. C1ark. at 941
Clay sir, . t. has reet- ved fleet her
husband a ta.auflf,al "snow spa I'' ii
the ca:Indian ro• hies, stuffed and
mounted. whith Mr, e!engh re, •1i y
shot. It is an intro. ti,  h1rd 3rri
011:te a beautifir n*:11 has
ittlasted much It ramie to
Mrs. Cleugh juit after 16411,1Cr and is
quite an unique "Easter chi. ken."
West, Fred. 19th & 11arrison 3.36 
1Por eats, apraloa, bruiser. Imraft the m
lad ali other pales, atm 11eLeare. 01, AI/IC Oil
Weatberington, Lula, Terrell 
5.6- effeeti retm-dy ift444111."6:114glelle"1"1"""4""....1 toristo.,4
beast. lact.. lac. Alla *Ise1-3- Pa rk 
3.55 ,' „. I6264 whittled! tsktanni. 
13.th and Janes 11.67 
-What do 'Ott ,•ala...-.• SiSO .a a.. a ,
64 white, R , Thurman AdA  3.53 w' "":d " ' "i''.." ' 't- ''' it' ".
Welt" D. W.. 1205 Tenn  29.65
White, W. IL. Salem Ave  24.39 "We sit doll 
lie .cve e " iii-
rrite Road  115.04
Whittemore. E. W., Hinkle- ton Post,
Wilcox. 8. D., ..6th, Hoed and 
ese .1401:7„.t.1)T:1:initIlIdge !•1.l.1,,n
ottl'e, -on who is. 31.
6.49 
Bartlett Sts. 
•
vs
-
Kitchen
laceiness
No hot and ,blistering
air to isap vtality and
make cooking intoler-
able when work is done
on the safe, economical and comfirtable New Per-
fection Wick Blue flame Oil C'ook-Stove. Osing
it, your kitchen is not a room to fly from, but a place
Where all .the necessary household itrork is done in
, restful coolness-it doesn't heat the kitchen. 'Ile
NEW PERFECTION.
Wick Blue Flame 011 Cook-Stove
is convenient and band ; for every purpose of a-cooking' stove. It
Pr 1, money and time--makes clean kitchen and contented cook
Wres of "New Perfection stove. If nut with your dealer
wr4te our pearest agency.
II' Ray° LAMP -a Mr.center
draft lamp free from the
faults of other hoops. A perfect artifielal light.
Hansisane and If not with your dealer,
write our nearest agency.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
Olsoorpereemb
.10...es, Sam, 5th, Husbands'
and Georee soy  . tenT,
jorden, Agnes. 155 C010.'1318 • 2 .7 1
Jorden, Will. 11th and 113,h• 11 2.11
Kival. SC.:0,  A i5 S. 7.th . • ... 1e 1;
.1(1k. Jr ha, Leal•. nth & loth :. 5,1
1Knight, Will. 11th, Boyd. and
and Ti roe' . . .  4 7.5
fAwrem.e. 1'. .4- flora loitn . , 1;.:',,
Lindbro. Franeis,.171e !trend
Ale'.' •  4..15  
Long. Mr.. 1.. M.. lint -!?:' '7th
1..ott. W. n:. 4111. 1101.-111111dS -
81111 (;corn.'  6 ,SC
Levir.L% Deu:,.-. . :::.19 S. 10th 1 .:
1.0.•.eg.0.o . Broad,. 7th &sin I 7. -•
Mansfield. W 14.. and ..110-.
2.73
4.76
7.08
1
'lace's., Jeff, Woodward Ave
Jenkins, Monroe, Broad Alley
'Jenkins. Lawrence. 8. 12th..
Jenkins, Florenee.1714 Broad
Johnson, Henrietta. Mt, Mult-
i beads ane Dockman 
3.03
4.54
4.54
2.54
6.38
.6.51t
'9.61
4.5.•
17.79
•
Parker. Warren, RroCtorra..4.32
iPerry. Martin. N. 1211'. St...
IPeykine Niarqball, N. 10th..
7.67 Price. Ed, 1317 S. 9th St:..
3.53'1'44len. Abe, 67 7•111..
9.64 priers, Intb. Terme:pee
7.en
1 ni
41 la
7 7'./
4
S 14;
10 17
44.4
41anner, Ta)lor-Trotwood itagazise Contest
DAILY SUN OFFICE
PADUCAH, KY.
I -
F7l
e
7,:te address is 
Sieted
This Coupon I )(sod for I Vole.
INSURANCE' 0 ENT'S
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health.
Anteruelille,
'Mice !hares Pp44. 65151
Steam Holler,
Bonds,
Plats Glut,
ale1111101r.
Residence Phones gled,,7”;
Campbell esalldltig, 1)•....1ucah,1Cy.
9 1 -4e•Iral.M.ZPAILM101:2111111.-Z-3.12,...11.-.1=4,-..1 SdIntr-sonla. 
15
17 7
di '2 :.
1 ;
and Jones  4
Li" Reed, E:iza. Cth, Norton and
13.7r• Husbands  65
8•14 Reed, Elijah. 1316 S. 9th.. 74)51
2•53 Reed, Leonard, 1222 5 nth  7. 62
5-06 nolds. Wm. and Dave.
11•67 12th and Flournoy   • 3 03.
Itirhardooh. Artnelead. N. 7th ,861
3.05 Richardson, .Geq.. Et 9th St 
6.55 Ridgeway, Wm., and w.te,
1.52 12th. Tenn. and., Jou-.   2.„5 1
6.11 RobInsen, Kate, Warlengton,
7th and 9th 
9.64 Robinson. C. W., Jones. 16th
1.62 and 11th ...... .
9.64 Soule, Margarett, Rowlown,
Smalley. James. near flf•IrfCrr
12.90 . Smith, Maria. 811 Husbands. 9.14
12.17 Smith, J. D...824 N. Rth  5.04
3.05 Stanley, Jane, Terrell St  2 AI-
1Steele. Belle: 1111 N. 11th  s
0 10 Stringer, NI'. M., TefFer Ave S. 45
13.70 Tally. 8.. 421 N. 10t1 
11 7913.70 Tandy, Page Clay St  9.61
5.03 fThomas. Mrs, R. C.. N, 15511  14.1nn
10.65 Thomas. Harris, 121h & Mad 11.70
7.61 Thompson heirs. 10th W  4 IA
7.61 Turner, 1n41 S. 5th  9.6s
Turley. Clara, 1232 Mr.dl.on -4.33
4.65 Turner, James, 415 Jackson 11,95
Towles. Eliza. Washington  :10.17
6.66 11W&'.tZ. Manures, Mill  4.58
Walker, Jordan, 1612 N. fith 13.7e
2..03 Washington, John. 8. eth  6.nl
6.58 Watkins, B. Metsgerns Add  6.S6
'Watts, A. 1129 N. 4th St 13.7
8.05 WPM). Alfred, 1235 S' nth St 7.60
7,29 Mach, Lydis. 8, 9th St  • 4,14
6.10 White, James, 9th and Wash 12.29
4.5R White, Vick. Dread Alley.... 5.64
4.83 White. Sarah, 620 S. 5th  11.19
.5 101 
14'1111t1;Ms j i ay. 10th. Leak
,
rrilroll Alie.y . n1•11 
2
2.03 and Brinkman-
6 
Wlillams, Thos., 1220 S. 10th
WIlerm, CI L... Rowlandtown
Woolfolk, Scott, S. lath St 7.61
2.50 
--------i •ft 44 The above m•operty tay Bat f
8.21 1007 harder: been returned ve the ea.
1.55 Weir as delinquent. will be etreeed
for sale at the City Hall doer ea2.01 Monday, May 4th, IM1/11. at 1111
cii,, k a• m., t•y the city Treasurer3.53
6 sn ordens paid to ln, before that date...
3.26 Ara.M. KIRKLAND,
City Arelillova
8.14 Paearals, By., April 18, bee,
6.141
es 1.116.141611111111111111111Wr!"
11.39
3 r,i
".06
10.46
2.31
13.70
Get Into the Habit of Dealing With
D. E. WILSON
The lost, Mask lad PestO Cul las.
It is a mighty good habit and will save you time,
trouble arid money. We h.tv,- the goods, we know
we are low in price and we 61frely strive to please.
Telephones No. 313 Broadway.
Paducah Gala Week, May 4-9
!Nam.
E.o.m./NOP inia•NIMA••• .4•1I••
L_COSMOPOLITAIN COMBINED SHOWS
The -First Three Sig Nights
. Monday. May 4
Dinahters of Conftderacy per ePntage of gross regeipta devoted
to n•entfuentt land.
Tuesday. May 5
I 'till ie u edding and newsbo,s' uight-ueesboys entertained
by management,
Wednesday. May 6
Merry. Widow lint Night. Ladies wearing Merry Widow lints
tv reeelve prizes, which wit) be on exhibition in wintIntr of the
teadink inithners., Miss %Ws Cobbs and Mrs. thrardey.
veryibing in Readiness fort:Opening
•
1
•
•
5'
•
I 4
•
I 4
V
1 VIPER'S, VENOM I 
Tlet 151 PO it I
t, El" THOUBLe.
GOOD M 'RCI What to do PLUMB INO
•
a
1
CourtliepoAer•
writ. tb• system of shorthand Orawarbon
DR. lid= 31,11:NTIST. 
teaches, because they know It Is TOY:
F0111 MEN CATA1..?GUE and booklet .Why
Learn Telegraphy? which explain all, meg
On yr write dee. et A 1.11,111, President
DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE -
SI 11010
(Ineorporated) PADUCAH. ;14
tonadv.i,%, oriSt. Loges or Naeheine.
'11GAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Call, Steol or Trlophose for I.
Plieseell35. FRATERNITY BLDG
• PADUCAH. HT.
EVANSVILLE, P A D U0A1111 AHD
CAIRO LINE.
(Iscorporated.)
ICVANSVILLE-P4DUCAll PACKET&
(Dolly Kseept Samday.)
*Koerner* Joe Fowler and John 11
elo ;A us leant Paducah for Wane
illie and say landings at 11 a. a. .
THE sTEtNIF:it DICE FOWLED
Lea•os Paducah tor Cairo and way
.andings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, et
cept Sunday. Special excursion rats*
now In effect from Padunda to Otire
•*4 retsrn, with or without meals
sad room. Good musts ati4 table us
surpassed.
For further informatioa apply ta
S. A. Fowler, Gereral Pass. Agent, 0,
Given, Fowler, City Pass. Agent, a'
Fowler-Crunthatigh, & Cos Ofee
First and Broadway.
et. LOMA • TEldiESSE11 EIVEA
••••
PACKET ,OOMPANT.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVE&
ET/LAMER CLYDE
,Kee er Snider thrnatjuke_tkIiitig's
mouth a glass 1-eceptac:e of unusual
strength and the wide aperture at the
top had been covered with a piece of
me•dicated gauze, half an inch from is out foie local &pent. *.(4 for BI-
the viper's nose. When the receptacle Monthly Hulletin of late recaeriets.
wag at a point less there was a lunge
ferward and with a snap the fangsl
tore through the cloth and the poison
spatted InTo the glass. •
The snake will, be kept in captivity.
and if he aurivves, other operations
aill be perfornied and the future 
Next Friday eveoing at the High
school auditorium the pupils of Miss
supply of the serum made secure. Rile Ford. B sernira grade, miss
WILLIAMS* KIDNEY 
t Catherine Powell, A third grade Miss
Have you neglected your Kidneys? 
tatherIte Thomas. B fourth , grade,
you overworked your nervous 
and Mtge Anna Larkin. All fourth
system and caused trouble with your.
 1-vcriallde. of the Washington building
kidneys and bladder? Have you pains 
give a pretty entertainment.
In loins, side, back, groins and bled- 
About 190 pupils will take part• In
the drills and marches, and some
der? Have you a flabby appearence pretty scenes have been made on the
of the face, especially under the eyes. stage with the scenery. The pupils
Too frequent a desire to pass urine? have been practicing fur the enter-
if so, Williams' Krdney Pills will cure ointment several weeks, and know
you---at Druggists.. Price 50c. W11- their parts well. The proceeds from
llama' M'f'g. Co., Celeveland. 0. the eneertainment will tie timed for
Iltadmaing a large picture of Washing
tBy Thomas Walsh.) 
ton and a flag, which will be given to
Sundoe.---Madge, you seemed so tall"; 
gthreamW,vaislhliut:on building. The pro-
Love. the rascal 10 blind me; "In the Woode."
Monday morn I feared your stare: "14%•stival ofethoDali-ies.-
Tips:lay you thought fit to mipd _Music. by Miss Mary tiondurant
me: and'Clark and Robert Bead u ra n t.
Wednesday --well. perhaps you'd care: SuRbonnot Babies and Ov.a-all
The:1day saw sour rips resigned Boys.
me; • • Bobble She f toe."
Salurday. the yews 
oat bind mef_ rialrgnmegaei,t*rch and song.Friday came the solitaire:
--May_ Smart Seta Jolly sailors.,
Vocal duet-Bertha Ferguson and
Emmett Quick.
The Indiatia.
"A Gkpey Phantasr."
A plantation Scene •
SCHOOL NOTES
the patient within* week or tso of
Its discovery will Piet, avoid colds
and live carefully.
There axe times in the of apar-
t New York, April 2S.-tor the first ly all of vs in which these' syniptome
time In ISO years and the second time have appeered.
in the history of the science of utedi- • It, however, they persist it should
eine, an operation for the extraction be gitell thoughtful considetaton in
of venom from the deadly iancehead view of the declaratIous of medical
viper, said to be the moat POISOA0dg. writers that aboot the sixth month in- I
of all known reptiles, was performed flammation of the kidneys becomes
at the Box loo:osCeal park.. As a chronic and is then incurable. The
result science once more has a plenti-,Text Books having no treatment that
ful supply of serum which has been will allay inflammation or the kidneys,
found aiming invaluable in the treat- 1.1hYsIclans preecribe • &et. and iambi.;
meta of extreme cases of insanite ,h1). jig eliminant and if earls enough.
and also or many of the malignant ,11 quite likely to be effective. But.
diseases. The precious fluid obtained the neve discorery, Fulton's Renal
is less than a third of an ordinary Compound, the success of which is
teaspoonful in quautity. The supply Idue to the fact that it is the first.
Is ample to meet ahe demands of the tiring that 
allays kiduey inflammation.
world for at least half a century. me effective to aid nature to throw off
Those whir-participated in the oper-
ation were Dr. Ra:niondl,.. Ditmars.
turator of reptills at the park; Dr.
the inflammation in about s.7 per cent
of the cases in all stage-s.
As the Inflammation more readily
St. Clair Smith,' one of the leading Y!el" to the first few 
weeks of the
homeopath of the country; Head 
formative period it le god judgment
Keeper Charles F. Snyder, of the rep- 'Pot 
to delay. If it has been uneon-
tile home., and Dr. E. W. Runyon. 
tousle developing for t.ontle rtrie and
Holding the reptile Chose to his 
lee the chronic stage, there is noth-
Ful-
body with the head pointing outward, 
ing that will hell) it all exeept
Ditmars Igave the signet and 
to:Cs Renal Compound, tied even then
the' recovery will be slow.
--Otter afore
JOHN J. FULTON CO.. ,
bakland. Cal.
W. B. Nerberson.• Paducah, Ky.,
!AWE IN ONE OCTAVE'.
7..1KMA INSTANTLY RELIEVEIL
Instant relief for that awful itch!
The itch gone the Moment the
I -. were Paducah tor Tealames Elms soothing liquid Is rationed to the skin!
Eatery Wodoeeday at 4 p.
. 1 That is what -011 of nintergreei,
ismose. mixed taint thy molt glycerine and
'other mid ingredients, will do for any
skin eiefferer.
Ole*
Try a free sample of this oil as
A W. WEIGHT
Ill'ULNE ROBINSON
This company Is not responsito
fur invoice charges unless eolleetet
.ty the clerk of the boat.
Special exeursios rates from Pads
an to Waterlop Fare for the round
'rip $8 00. Lea/es Paducah even
pdceeday at 4 p. a.
NEW STATE HOTEL
MWPROIPOLIR, ILL.
W. Bailey, Prep.
Norm and hem hetet In the city
Rates 'Site). Twn large sample
secowie. Rath roneae, Eject-vie higher
Ise Daly centrally termed Hotel b
lie city
DOMMEECLILL PATRONAGE SO.
IJOTTED.
All the patent medie1nes and
toilet articles advertised in this
paper are on sale at;
McPherscra's Drag SiOre
Fourth and Broadway.
NOTICE!
r The Paducah
Harlot as and S:1(1-
d e r y tenni pony
have Moved to
their new k ea-
t too, 24 Ken
lucky avenue,
where, with a
handeontc n e w
stook, they will
14 ready for build-
nese April Li.
.*
•ompounded in D. D. D. Prescription.
We urge it and recommend it, and
,eurels would, not recommend it and
offer it to our regular patrons if we
did not know what D. D. D. Prescrip-
tion will do for skin sufferers.
Call at our store for a pamphlet
or write direct to tlye D. -D. D. Co..
112 Michigan St., Dept. 3. Chicago.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
St. Shia oleo-- ris Museelman ,
Clifton: J. W. Williatur. Barfield; J.
B 'Everett, Dawson Springs; R. H.
Peter, Chicago; J. G. Jones, Murray':
.' E. Moore, Memphis; H. N. Moore
Memphis; B. F. Terrell, Golconda.
Palmer- H. T. Thompson, St.
Louie; W. A. Johnson, Louisville; S.
for a free sample of the wonderful 
P. Berry. L. D. Adams. L. H. Adams,
soothing liquid. enclosing only 
lor to letnItNnd; Stnithiand, W. T. Rote,
pay for postage and Packing. NOW .1,
Haute; G. M. Green, Nashville-,
I. D. Bordeaux, Louisville; E. F.
ing refreshing ek.. 
Walker-1130:1wes. Richmond; H. W. Scott, In.don't fail to try this wonderful sooth-
Company. 
dianapolis; E. A. Tyler, Chicago; R.
F. Sander*, Mayeetd.
MEN AID 11/01Aflo.
Ces Bei 111 for mm11.00111
to 1 se ears dischargoaciaartmattana,
Owsrmieer4 irritatiso• or ulceration'. • o • . asesibroses.
• Pithier', sod not 'Arta.
hurtOirmo0a. gest or pooriorma.
ateemot geld ag
t. Of snot is plain wraps*.
Sr sips.... pirwoiod,
vain, *VI basting 1112. Ts.OMB 4114 4114011111‘
Backache,
Pain is the
Hips and Groins
In most case* are direct results
to! WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF TIM BLAD-
DER. The strain on the pal-
neys and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Bladder
producing the pains.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
•
•
•
Dr. Stamper,
DENTIST
Fulmar, - Room 205
Extrantintr Teeth and Plate
Work a 401•Mally.
•
OSITION
epees roves contracts, backed by chain le
p1 (lIegei, $300.000.00 capital, and 1111
years' success, to *scam inisitions under
reasouanie coedit ions or errand tult100.
DOOKKEEPING
OhorigWOMi.) 
• For and class I ate!
Sedlineat that COS be tc.,4 with Ow
1,, ,t rimy waktzt,D 1,,,it Rau? Ai wielded Geis lesiWly an evidL.tnee SHEEN'S MENIORli olo MAE DE, Dieting has
CIIIAt LNES.
Neither !a a smoky appearance of thei
CENTURY. cl a seritlifil stage et kidney disease
ce - mivatloos. Weil these symptomei
are ones round in people pho are
Deadly Reptile Niue. Ealve, jaw otherwise well. and they commonly pm*, Rake up shwa,s and
do litMLJLe bran ghoti can convince Y 00. 
g_eepingneouths num they tints Poison.
SHORTHAND 7,̀:trmitu"...
det.t.p. tog hill
**Mon, concede that he teuehes mons ' Gaunt. 1111bd (fa. ,dt.appedir with the exciting cerise if clutrar. Was. Dawn leired. 1- It is not, howeirer, the fact that Ton litiaranteed pure apple eider.
may eat too much that hurts you, but Two vi ars old. In galldn jug*,
that you don't digest what you cat.
Dyspepsia „ Goa Fittinz tee.1.111%.1-E-14-1F-11+eirid-NtEl-Alifb-
Room 7, Truelseart net
staire. Sevt Catholle chart h. New
phone 130:1.
•
Trusses
We civry the Chestier-
man SI Streeter' flied
Rubber line-
The White Elastic.
'The Honest.
We goarantee a per-
fect._ tit jo....eyety.,_,B1-.
stance and It you are
not perfectly satiatitd
will aiseertully iefund
your Money.
4•111•11r.
Mc PHERSON'S
DAUS SI011/
FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES'
These are the foundations uprn
whIcii we are building SUCCONS.
our horses are g,roorned the• 1
pink of ciondition always and our
equipment the heel, yet our
pricciare extremely reasonable.
Next time you want to take a
drive, just call
a 
HAWLEY AND SON
Eitler Pion 411-421
100 Jotterses St.
ILLINOIS Cli.NTRAI.
tflION BULLETIN.
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Baltimore, )4,1 - General
conference M. E. church.
Dates of sale May 3, 4 and 5.
Return limit May 30. Round
trip $31.3is.
Agent
Ky.
•
J. T. DONOVAN,
Citri.Office. 'Paducah,
R. M. /
Agent Colon Deed.
1
.15,1g17,2°Igre 1
-wT-14.Dr. King's..
-Nem Discovery
FOR C811.81" bruillA.,
ASS ALL DIROAT NO LUNG MOIRES.
1,4 UARANTEED BAT LS F
410R MONEY
Ihows-smiaammemismommusIllffwi
Two doesese give relief, and
one box wit cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
*trouble. RPIT1022.11 (karst, cures
Diateees, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rhenms-
Own and all Irregu'aritles of the
Kidneys all d Bladder 1n both
men and women. Sold at 50
vents a ho* on the No Cure Ni
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
'tore, Fourth atrd Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent 1
br mail neon rerelpt of prlete to
Geri( V sdlein• On , Louisville,
Ky.
5.
•
Belvedere-C. S. Green, Louisville;
H. D. Warden. St. Louis; Bert.Boyd.
Denver: J. W. Bond. city; A. Shatter,
Evgpaville; F. E. Miller, pt. Louis;
A. J. Ransom; Buffets); G. tl-L Coul-
ter. Memphis; G. W. Landram, Smith
land; L G. Edelere Danielle; P. W.
Depp, Kddyville.
New Rlehmond-M. P. Revues,
iDenson Landing: W. R. Holland,
Kuttawa,„ J. W. Vickers, Barlow;
J. Vickers, Hannetaburg; J. R.
Bowles. KevII: Prof. J. Gorman. New
Orleans; • G. W. Rappotee. Smith-
land; J. B. Eulles. Collo; J. E. Bridge
mate, Hardison; T. H. Dunn, Smith-
lard; George HerCer, Carbondale.
TWELVE WERE DROWNED.
When Shoo Rost Capdiard in Storm
in Issuer Diateholipsd.
Helena, Ark., April 211.-Twelve
persons were droened. one a woman,
A t4P n the show boat Marion capeized
eight miles above the mouth of the
Rt. Francis river. Captain Joyce, of
Newport, Ark., who was in charge,
'taunted to 141ena, bringing Informa-
tion. .
11 
The Marion carrell the members of
a carnival company. Sunday the boat
wan struck by a storm and capsized.
Myer•-"Is that Wedley's better
oul/......the lady be is walking witb?'",
Oyer-"No; she's his better quar-
ter,"
myea___•efietter quarteri.''
Gyer-"Yes; she's his fourth wile '
-Chicago News.
The poor children of hiseter. Ene-
land. ere provided with breakfaits at
richt/el at a coil et a talthing.
Pal is. Apri. 2s On account of
the Duke de Channes' connections
with the old French nobility, the
newspapers Parlesive much profit
incuce to his tragiC death. Sonic of
them take no pains to spare the mem-
ory of the dead, raking up not only
the escapades of his youth,- but re-
calling the gad stmit of his mother,
the beautiful Piincees Galitzin. who
died miserably in a garret at Belle-
vue after a prolonged and sensational
dispute with the austere Duchess de
Chevreuse over the possession of her
children. , They _described how the
fluke de Cdiaulnes recklessry squan-
dered the fortune :eft him by his
grandmother. and make no attempt to
gloss over some of the methods in
which it is alleged he spent his patri-
mony.
Th Matin concludes Its article
with these words:
"The descendant of an illustrious
favorite of Catherine de Medici at
last returned to France with a mil-
lionaire wife. His creditors we-re
much e:ated, only to_ find that the
marriage had occurred under 's regime
of 11711-8 .on a • s
personal fortune had not been aug-
mented. -Now conies this sudden
death, and it is a pity, for at heart he
was a good fellow. His American
wife is now an widow, but she is still
the Duchs de Chau:nes. Let us.
hope that this title, which • has
weighed heavily on certain women of
the younger branches of the Lnynes,
may be lightened for hare"
The drug habit was acquired long
age by the due and friends tell of
times when he had remained uncle?r
the infleuence of the , narcotic for
days at a time. Just prior to his visit
to America, whither he went to marry
Mfee Shonts. he le reported to have
given-full rehNto his habit. Then
came a case of comparative absti-
nence. *Since the marriage he is
known to have made a most heroic
effort 'to 'do without the drug. He
was not altogether eneeessful.
Since the!? • return to Parts the
due and duchess tad been liv:ng
quis:Lly at the Langhani hotel in the
Rue Iloccadar. They went out but
littie and received but few friends
for the last fortnight. The due
seemed to be a victim of growing
melanchely and also had momenta of
great irascibility.
• 
There is nothing better than Kodoi•for•-•
dyspepsia, Incligeution, sour stomach
belching of gas and nervous headache,
It digests what you eat. Sold by al
druggists.
/America, and just as, years .4,o, or, as
. .
a nation, over-ate, so now we are under-
sating. The one is as bad as the; other.
IMan needs food and plenty of it to sus-
tain bee and to give strength to compete
in this busy world.
Only 3 per cent of the world's pop-
ulation gains a living Ateeetty from
the we.
TA)
Peri'
Kai
•
$4
flounce
MOE AN/OMEN
Don't you want
to try on a shoe
that twellbr fits
like a glove? A
shoe oh graceful,
beautiful lines, that
feels perfectly com-
fortable on your toot
and yet looks mole
attractive than any
shoe you have worn?
If you do, we would be
glad to show you the La
Orance Shoe for Women
-the shoe which has most
succebefully- corn bined
beauty and cession.
These shoes are not ex-
pensive to buy, but they
have no superior at any
price- they are worn regu-
larly by thousands of fastid-
ious women to whom price
I. no object.
You may as weU have
your shoes "just right."
s
HARBOUR'S DEPART-
% NIENT STfiltE.
Neeth Third Street
&M
t 
011 Brendwat.
I And If that resuits In drowsy/Oa you will not
cure the trouble by tutting down row Wel sup-
ply. If your &votive organs were emitting the
prover amount ot gastric sod peptic pikes you
would have tio dsopeinsia. 'Po cure the deteme
you muss create an a/jundaucc of these heictasarY
juices.
'Ibis can only be done by a reliable tonic lass'
live, and, as eta name indicates. [Jr Caldwes
Syrup Pepsin contains the very ingredients
Seeded to do this. 'rake It regtdarly tor awhiki
according to the erptielt threctionvon each Doc-
ile and you vr ill soon be cured of dys..ecsia seed
any of the accompanying symptoms such as
heartburmsour stomach, bloateaseemacktblves,
pimples, sallow compHixIon, wind on the Mons-
*ch. etc. Every bottle' carries with it an abso-
lute guarantee to do what we claim. lt, is a gen-
tle, pleasant. effective laxative and you Mil like
Its taste and be messed with its action.
One of the great friends of this rightlelY is
Barry P. Kestor, a iter.itenant In one of the Chi-
cago companies that fought at the battle of
Santiago. While in the wet trenches. And eta-
seTtait_itreb igd7itipeffhp,fieed. tt"ot alostoldv;iteirir.b. hie m000p:derficiy, tadA
friend in the regiment called his attentlo* to
beDresnCabdwue4's tt!TiT;Z PeonritumrrilcgIsheoPTpueT:11
but increased his weight 42p:emu,
Your drunist wail sell you a boor at 50 cent,'or Ili and yeti will and it worth a k wired Uinta
'Oat to you.
Therms ity,orsdhatti;ss.rterv(tr;eciudy-FREE TEST 
lag can have a free 11r14.4 trIti• to nor horse Dv
addressing the ci.incany. ins oiler is to Drove that tre
remedy mil Go as we claim, and is only ma to those
isbo have crier tctr it. Send tor It If you hays any
symptoms of Itnesch. Yes or Uwe disease, eintlast
re meet Oscars laxa!nre for cauldron, worn.* me old
two. A guaranteed, permanent bane cure THE
Poetic VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good am See
OS DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This pfeeet
Nees bum/ :saran* No. 17, WaskOtaton, O. C.
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
110/11akiwien Sid*. 
• Jegomese Hair 'Trade."
The British eonimercial attache' at
Yokohoina has written a report on
the subject of the Japanese export
trade in human hair. which Is an In-
dustry of recent- gtowth in Japan
The total*export in 194)4 amounted to
a little over $1.0001 but in 1906 the
total reaihed ecte,cem. Although this
rapid rate of progress was not main-
tained during 1907, yet the Industry
ass well sustained. The -hair ex-
potted is all black iix color and rather
ctiarse and consists almost entirkey
the cornbings of the lower classes. A
French brush manufactory- exports
large quantities to Paris, where the
hair is made into wigs and other at-
ticks which find a rc ay market.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills are
prompt arid thorough and will in a
short lime strengthen weakened kid-
neys and allay troubles arising from
inflammation of the bladder. Sold,..43'.1
511 drugists,
One.of the most Important iddi-
(ions to astronomical science in years
was the recent announcement from
the Lowell .obs..rvatory, Flagstaff, A.
T., that the atmosphere of the planet
Mara Is very rich in ve.por. This in-
formation was gained by a compari-
son of the spectra 4.4, Mars and , the
moon. Aetr000mnses have been try-
ing tbr forty-fly years to settle- the
question.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup acts
promptly yet gently on the bowels,
through which the cold is forced out
ot' the system, and at the same time
it allays inflammation. Sold by ail
druggist's.
A e750 nugget of gold was found
recently imbedded in the skull oT an
elephant.
ineites oaretui gire-• Jointitit
phone
- -
Country Vinegar
40 e fits.
M. T. RILEY
1:24 S. l4e.,jmitl St. Phones 477
-•
...FOR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
N?:41A1
CONV
-- TRAUF-
'FOQA
dAI
115 S "Iird St. ham 3511
fiENRI, AMEN, JR.
_ 11130•01711D _TO THIRD AKE
KIDITUCKY.
leo* Binding, Beak Work. Lefill
aso librarr•Weelk • seeetalev
BAD BLOOD
'11 bad Savable with my bowels which mote my
blood impairs. Sly fere was cueered with pimple.
which no e&tern•I renierly eculd restore I tried
your CA.,areta and great is, when
doo4,.rol after a uriniti's *trusty UM*,
011V, &hello I, all ally fronds ass
elite sirs bare ria.••
(1. J. POich Ilk Park ave.:#11$11w York mer.N. V.
Best For
The bowels
Palassble. Potent. TRAt• 61•10.4. Ds /hod.
Wryer Sleigen, Alhaiken or (tripe 1k.Tie, We. 14•••2
lipid hnik. Th.. tablet suirienlied C
••araoteed to run. or your lala,n bock
Sterilise Remaly Ike. Chigoes or N.V. he
A1111114LIIALE,1111,1111WGIVISIES.
GARAGE
ON THE BOARD WALK
We Clean Carpets...
If you want your carpets BEAtEN and NOT
CLEANED send them elsewhere. If you want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them RI us.
New City Laundry-and
Carpet Cleaning Works
Phones 121.
•
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring :of
1900. Sold in ,bottles-with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age.
FE the cupboard and medicine
chest there is I aothieg superior
Ak•-•
Ca
IT, leg. welt
Excursion to
EDDYV1LLE
Under Au3pices of the
Pdducah Central Labor Union
Sunday, May 3d
On the Handsome
STEAMER W.W.
Carrying Capacity 1000
Good music and (kitting Dance tall equipped with electric
fans Lunch and refreshments. No intoxicating liquors.
• TO PICNIC PARTIIN-Will stop at all way landings for
potties of ten or more. This opportunity stonld appeol to
p'coic parties or others wishing to stop at points along the
river and sp,nd the day pienicing or fishint
SCHEDULE.
Leave Pulueith at WOO a. m. Arrive at Edtlyvi Ile at_ 1:00 p m.
Leave SmIthiand at 10:00 a. m. Leave Eddyvill 4:00 p.
FARE-R.OUND TRIP
Paducah to Eddyvflie ...... . Adults, 75e: Children, 40c
.$wittilatid_to Eddyville   Adults, 50c:Children,:!-5c
tansomminmsmaimsma 
rHE pADLAT)Aii
 t CAIRO PRESBYTERY
GUATEMALA CRISIS
610(1.1413HD BY PlaNIDENT
AND ( %%BIN KT.
formed him that his presence was de-
sired In Guattmala City. On arriving
at the capital he tcok refuge in the
,Mexican legation. The Mexican charge
eceured passports for him and he was
Di." teen allowed to embark from Sa..
Jose.
Mexican Troops Sent to Frontier-
Honduran Triton's .%re Also
There.
Melded City. April 25.-PresIdene
Dias and his cabinet were in session
wore than two hours and it is report-
ed that the Guatemala ,risis was un-
der discuseion. A dispatch received
here *Cates that the Ijotiduran troops
are mobilising on.. the Guatemalan
frontier. batteties of Mexican mount-
e artillery have !eft this city for Tap-
athula on the Gua•-malan border
and it is reported that several rec.
:vents are under orders to leave.
The crisis In Guatemala embraces
the attempt to assassinate Presider.t
Canrera, the esecetlon of eight cadets
and several army officers for cosi-
pireity in the conspiracy and the tem-
porary detention in Guatemala of gen-
e,- Bustillog, finance nrinister of Hon-
*ores, who was sent to Gautemala on
xi' t-onftdtatialmiasion.
Senor' Bustillos bad completed his
mission and attempted to embark
from San Jose when Ow .ommandant
of that port prevented him and in-
-
WE ARE
DEPENDABLE TAILORS
Employ only first•class
workmen and you will
find no cheap goods on
our counters. Give us
a trial.
SOLOIION, The Tailor,
522 Irsalwar ell Mu RI
FINE PLANTS
Bronson's cut rate sale on
bedding plants is now going
on at their green houses in
Rowland town
All 50 bedding plants.' . Sc
All 10c heddlrist glen's
fail
PadcS
6c
OPENING fildeSION HELD TODAY
WITH ELEVEN COUNTIKS.
Program for Session Includes Meet lag
Of MinsioutUl Pishlice.
Cairo, Ill.. April 38.-The Cairo
Presbytery will convene this evening
and also will held sessions Wednes-
day at the Presbyterian church in
this city. The counties of Alexander.
Pulaski. Union. Johnson, Mame,
Pope. Hardin. Gallatin, kline. Wil-
liamson and Jackson are included In
the Presbytery and there will he rep-
resentatives from all at the conven-
tion.
The program for tody's session is
as 'follows:
2:00 p. m.-Home Mission com-
mittee meeting,
2:00 p. m.-Meeting Woman's
Missionary society of Presbytery.
7:30 p. m.-Union meeting of
Presbytery and Presbyterial; opening
exercises; sermon by the Rev. Charles
McCluer of Cobden; Preabyteu con-
stituted with prayer; roll calf elec-
tion of moderator; election of stated
clerk; election of .temporary clerk;
report committee of arrangements.
River
Cairo
Chattanooga
atalila
13.9
Cincinnati 24.7
Evansville ... ...23.8
Fiorenee 14.3
Johnsonville ..
1 BASEBALL NEWS 1 
L"Isville
'Naahville  
Mt. Carmel  
Pittsburg
i St. Louis
Ii Mt. Vernon
ipaducah   i2G 7
Pet Igurnsi
dem  14.6
7;..s Carthage  17.9
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
P. W.
Ch it ago  9 7 2
Nt w Work  11 7 4
Pittsburg  9 5 4
Brooklyrt , Ii 5 6
Boehm It 5 6
Citreirinati 41
Philadelphia ..  11 S 6
St. Louis 11 4 7
6.36
556
454
455
455
164
At Chicago.
Chdieago. April 28.-Chicago-Pitta-
burg, rain.
At eilarkmati.
Cincinnati. April 28.-Igrrors by
C;neinnati gave the game to the via
The score: R .11
Cinlirnati  2 7 4
St. Louis  9 14 3
Batteries -- Weing, Spade and
&hotel; Beebe and Hostetter.
At Brooklyn.
Be ooklyn, April 28.- Bell was'
knocked °tit of the box in the third,
The score: R H E
Brookins  6 7 2
Philadelphia  6 13 4
-
At Boston.
Boeton, April 2s. - The visitors
won in a pitchers' battle.
The score: R H
.ton  It 1 2
New York  2 5 1
Batteries--Young and Bowerman;
Mathewson and Bresnahan.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
litaadhag.
P. W. L. Pet
C'eveland  10 7 a 7011
\'w York 11 7 4 636
:•• Louis 12 7 5 5gi
Itostoa•.-  12 6 6 • iited
Chicago.. 12 6 6 5041
Philadelphia  12 6 6 500
Detroit   10 4 6 40
V% ashington . .... 3 8 273
At tirvelleted.
The score:
Cleveland
P. 11 K
 3 141 3
Detroit  I I 3
Batteries - Meth and N Clarke;
Malloy and Schmidt.
At Philadelphia.
The score:
Pli!ladelphi* 
Washington 
'fietteries - Vickers and (Smith.
Hughes, Smith. Street and Warner.
At Bt. Louis.
The wore.:
St. Louis 
Chicago 
Batteries - liosell and
Owen. Smith and Sulrivan.
• At gew York.
The score:
N(w York
R 1 le
' 1
*. I
R H
5 10 1
6 10 4
Spencer;
RNLI
1 4 1
Boiton „ .0  0 2 2
Batteries - Cheebro and Kielootei
Winter and Oiler.
Prime Nashimoto, a cousin Of the
emtv.ror of Japan has tweeted In
learnt, where for two..of three years
hi will devote himself to nellte-)
study. He is accompanied only by an
alde--de-camP. The print*, who rank.
as a eomnialder in the Japanese army
lock a brilliant part in the Manchu-
rian campaign during the Russo-Jap-
anese war.
•
I Try the Sete ter Job West.
...14.3
  9.5
11.5
18.3
  4.3
  17.7
2: 3
0.3.
2.0
0.6
0.2
0.0
0.6
0.2
(1.8
1.6
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.5
0.0
4.2
fall
rise
fall
fall
it'd
fall
rise
rise
rise
fail
rise
rise
fa:1
st'd
fall
River stage at 7 iric!-:-k this morn-
trig reed 26:7. a fall of .4 glace .yew
tcrday morning. oft
Steamer Dick ,Powler got %ire for
Cairo this morning on Mae w. big
trip of passengers and freight. Ante
will return tonight at 9 o'clock.
The 'Georgia Lee arrived from Chi-
eir.nati last nieht at 8 o'clock with a
big trip of freight for Paducah. She
left on her trip down the river to
klemrti:s et 9:30.
'The packet Royal was in from Got-
eonda ls mornieg at 10 o'clock and
Headquarters I
 For 
Everything in the
bicycle line.
_
S. E. Mitchell
326-328 Suitt Third Strut
Tfie Bettortf Will be In. tonight
horn Clarksville and will leave to-
:norm' at noon for Nashville. She
'las a big trip of fr-ight awaiting ler
it the wharfboat for points up the
'umberland river.
The Lizzie B. Archbold Is a busy
'inie boat towing barges to and Iron.
itrestkport.
The Castilla arrived this morning
rom the Cumberland with a big Sea
1 ties for the Ayer A Lord Tie corn-
oany.
The Russell Lord will leave !moor-
-ow morning for 'White river with a
•ew of empties. She sill return slur
$ tow of tire for the Ayer is Lind Tie
ormiany,
The Fannie Waillaee is doing bar-
or work for the West Kentucky Con!
ompany at Caseyville and the Kulla
wa has taken her place in the Padu
ah harbor.
Porecasts.
The Ohio at IlIvansville and Mt.
Vernon, veil continue falling during
he next 34 hound At Perfear-Rh ati
cairn -will fall 'slowly durirg the nex.
'6 hgurs. .
The Tennearee at Flosence and Rh
rton. no material change during the
next 24 hours. At Johnsonville will
ntinue risieg for 13 to 24 hour..
The Mississippi from belew. St.
Louis to slightly shove Cairo will con-
tinue rising during the next 26 hour'.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will rise
-lightly during the next 12 to 3,6\
hours.
The Immortal.
(Ellen Glasgow
Since my soul and I are friends.
I go laughing on my road.
Whether tip or down in wends,
I have never felt my load.
For the winds keep tryst with me
And the stars share In Inv jets
Meadow, bill or sky and sea.
I create and I destroy.
Hope or fear or bibs or woe
Flits a shadow on the eotl:
1.ife and Death perpetual Row.
Underneath them 4 ant God. '
Smaller than the smallest part.
Larger than the moving Whole:
One Is the divided heart,
And the Universal soul.
deathless, centered fast.
Ancient. Interested, free,
I came not to birth at last.
Universes are of me.
-Harpers Magazine.
Tompkins - think thee.* pre
onded reformers. who seem to de-
light In sImmIng, go too far."
' Crane "That's What I like about
Parls-you neree have to go far.-
-Cleveland Plata Voider.
Shopping
TI' tic, APRIL IA.
for a couple of hours-maybe all day; Big`crowds
-push and bustle-bad air-hot outdoors and hotter
indoors. Head aches-throat and mouth dry-so thirsty
that water won't satisfy-nerves quivering-just plain tired
through and through.
Drink
It will relieve the fatigue, quench the thirst as nothing else Will, quiet your
nerves and refresh and invigorate you. Palate pleasing.
Delicious-Wholesome-Thirst-Quenching ---
GET THE GENUINE
•
-
•.'turned at 2 o'clock having big trips
it passengers and freight each way.
The Tennessee river packet Clyde
t-rived from the Ternesalee ea‘le-tast
.eniug with a big trip of freight. She
receiving today and tomorrow and
all teal,* tomorrow night G
;'clock for the Tennessee.
The John a Hopkins was in Leon'
tilvansville this morning on time and
tturned at noon having big trips.
!itch way.
The Joe Fowler will be the Evens,
packet tomorrow morning, _
The Chattanooga is In pert-after
irriving from the upper Tennessee
„aid a trip to Joppe. She reedy•
'might today and tomorrow toornitUt
ireparing to leave for.the upts‘r Ten-
lessee at noon tomorrow. She has a
lumber of mane trip palseetigerg to
zc on the trip tomorrow. -
The George (Veiling made two good
'lips between Metropolis and Padu-
all today. The Cowling made an ex-
*.ra trip to this eery lain night bring-
: g a crowd ef 'people up from Me-
ro..spolis for the Odd Fellows' telt-btion
lu Their N.). Year II lids>n people
Stake Even Their clothing'.
The 1111U year holidays are the i'-hiet
time for tliina •• merest :no ganife
ling. Then, are tens of thousands of
bitsv viorknen. shopkez-pers and !arm
who rilir.ng the :1.54i days of the
tie rteist the gambling d.,111.oi
Chien km'!" -but succumb to
hrti during these Pfteen idle days.. It
a great osi;:ig tini.. and all but ths
rtalwarts fall Take our honest
Virnd Chant; San ae an exampl, Ile
!••• n•)t a ttamb•Er. but lime' hang.
heavily on his hands, for he I. it, the
Is et ligo.itkin of having noth.rg tO
do: .%.I his _friends are playing cards
;or or dominoes or tempting :ter-
!Lee at rotile`te or fan:an What can
il0" lie but human. oil. tak.ng
Its karii earn, d hes of piivor 01
ti rigs of cash, he joins a group of
! frit tide t cards, or worse still, V."1.1.ri-
h1F was tA a Patechu ganiblig ti•
hY Pi' e' the silver disappeal.
.tring it string the cash vanish.
Put the ganihili:e Mend has him in e4 -
grasp 0 ff •11 1111.1, his new cloti.
jzodo:t. then wadded or fur-lined
. gown, tber: his high satin boots. and
'toward daybreak he slinks shivering
homeward in his vest and pants.
Where there are so many losers
there most be sonie gainer*. Yet on.,
never hear, if them P. rti•pat if Ix a,
the Chinese proverb eats. "('hang lit
boi'n situ" "%t constant gamlt
lit g even the gods lose.- Be that as
it may, we cull-thinly nev,r hear of
''llnatinesar ammo- inglatiggIMM111Pwiallassnigi
ICE! ICE!
For full Weight, wait
for the b ue wagon.
Independent Ice Co.
Both Phones 154
ICE! ICE!
.................,
_
NOTICE
Yytir 111741 attention is
called to taiti elegant awe-
ment of new Spring and
Summer Goods 4 sow have
for you to select from, and
now is the time to order
that
Easter Suit
My prices Mee right, style,
fit and workmanship the
bast.
Remetnlier vre 8150 do
Dry (loaning.
H. M. DALTON
403 Broadway '
5c. Everywhere
- - - - .
I 'RAZED Ciii \ I. the euecessful Kande. r increasing his $stilt r and giving to tenanta
business or ri nlargiLig his eatate: the hwh.,,, ,advaionge„, or
,rissoroing is forhAden by the govern- „
;merit. censured hy nioraliets, condemn
an C111111f.it I corripar nee with reason-
public opinem and anatheniat. utei rate C lit tent. hap ts‘a.tn MI toe -
o...1 by religion - yet it nkatrIttieN cv-ier-wfni fiat the entuoitii -s mire*.
ce -ddlitly It is a 11151finIHN ft101111$ re.tch $..!,00 Mtn. atid
 its
swot a all classes and touch noon (11r Wend dishafftwmenO. are 46 por
rim-hats. hands:Ito-IT. ---tinmbling denS rent a year ...411 c.aa beet measure tor
3!.• itanieroas and their victims are the •pprociation of its two Mies-
it g.tai.
1
l'inhustbrony Thai Pay..
ago it ass thoughillethat It
*as Impoildbie to isnite mimes and
philenthzopy in g large way The'
sears. however. have -demanetrated
the iilieutiety of the oontentline e
the 'y * Antiurban Homes Cornea•
by. New Viirk. established ronarnet
end ran with the Idea of rif-
f- • reason:, disideud.to C. •
.aad tenants tiv rer•reree to the fftet
that- during the last fiet. :kcan. whi:•
thu amounts collected from the tens
ants of its ',Aram ...s(ales sere $1147.-
s43 16. the ..rsitkes dialing the 11411-1414
fec :ad from bad debts were S1,4:.6 -
see eg the *boa) it' hr proper-
' ". n f filuji Wen one-hundredths of 1
.ent M. M. 1.. I:0mM In Chilli
• anal rhe Certified's.
1̀ 1Pri h building 11-
51 r Uri! of blip,
the ls:and of
I eorai
SOME ONE WEEK SPECIALS
For one week only we are going to
offer in addition to our cut prices
on odds and ends in shoes and
men's pants, IN OUR BOYS'
DEPARTMENT
ANY ?Sc KNEE PANT in the hluee for
ANY 50c KNEE PANT in the house for
ANY (iSc KNEE PANT in the house for.
19c
39c
49c
Anr_). 50_c Laundered •14:tirligi 4. Shirt in the 11013Mfo
Any 50e Work Shirt, collars Witched, for owe
week --
Black atines included.
39c
39c
Special Cut Prices on all our Boys' Knee
Pants Suits for one Week.
We will save you 33 1-3 per cent.
THE MODEI I I 2 SouthSecond Si.
PADUCAH•S CHEAP CASH STORE
A
1 200,000 PLANTS
The largest assortment of - roses and
p!ants in the city, also 25,000 plants at
less than 3 cents. 175,000 other plants
to select from. See us before placing
your order.
Schmaus Bros.
Both Phones 192
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